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1. Introduction 
 
Through the authorizations provided by the 1996 Amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act 
(SDWA), Congress created the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF).  The North 
Carolina allotment from these funds for federal Fiscal Year (FY) 2000 is $14,007,400.  These funds 
will be available to North Carolina when it has successfully obtained a State Revolving Fund 
Capitalization Grant award from EPA.  The State is required to provide a 20 percent match of 
$2,801,480 for the DWSRF.  This Intended Use Plan (IUP) is one portion of the required 
documentation for the grant application necessary to receive the Capitalization Grant Award.  This 
submission provides an IUP for projects and set-aside use. Authorized for low-interest loan purposes, 
the project part of the IUP describes the proposed use of $10,778,116 in federal dollars and 
$2,801,480 state match (20%) for a total of $13,579,596 to be used for project loan purposes. 
  
The amendments to the SDWA  (P.L. 104-182), Section 1452 authorized the establishment of a 
DWSRF program to assist public water systems with financing the cost of infrastructure needed to 
achieve or maintain compliance with the SDWA requirements and to protect public health.  Section 
1452(b) requires each state to annually prepare an IUP identifying the use of funds in the DWSRF in a 
brief and concise document. 
 
The current state loan and grant program funding has been significantly increased with the passage of 
a 1998 bond authorization which provides for a total of $800 million in loans and grants for water and 
sewer projects. The water supply facility improvement portion of this is $315 million. It is split into 
high unit cost grants ($295 million) and market rate interest loans ($20 million). Further distinctions 
are made recognizing that some local units of governments would be better served by grant funding in 
reducing their critical infrastructure needs. These local units of government have difficulty borrowing 
funds from the open market for water supply and infrastructure improvement needs.  The current 
state loan and grant program also still has in place funding from principal and interest repayments 
from loan projects funded from appropriations made in 1987 and from bonds authorized in 1993, 
although these amounts are now dwarfed by the current fund availability. 
 
2.  Short and Long-Term Goals of the DWSRF Projects and Set-Asides 
 
2A. Short-term goals 
 
1.  Implement administrative rules and regulations for the DWSRF program, consistent with 

federal priorities. 
2.  Provide effective program management to ensure the integrity of the DWSRF. 
3.   Provide loans to eligible public water systems to address acute health risks as a priority. 
4.  Provide loans to eligible public water systems to allow consolidation of non-viable water 

systems to form systems with adequate capacity.  
5. Provide funding for preventive and efficiency measures, such as source water protection and 

the replacement of aging infrastructure. 
6. Prevent the formation of new non-viable systems through the capacity program. 
7. Increase compliance for transient water systems. 
8. Provide the required State match within the required time frame. 
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The DWSRF offers opportunities to direct funding toward projects for new and existing water 
systems identified as having the most pressing public health or compliance needs and for which state 
funding is not currently available.  By addressing these needs, the state will benefit by seeing 
improvements in drinking water facilities through the upgrading and rehabilitation of existing 
infrastructure.  It is also a goal to determine that remedial approaches have been well thought out as 
evidenced by the application proposals put forth in the form of Preliminary Engineering Reports 
(PERs) and Environmental Assessments (when required).   
 
Another short-term goal is to successfully use any available federal or state funding toward meeting 
the most pressing public health and compliance needs.  The state? s revolving loan and grant program, 
while yielding substantial priority rating points for public health needs, favors area-wide and regional 
water systems for the economic health of the state, irrespective of the ? new system?  or ? growth?  
questions under the federal program for facilities in areas not previously served by community water 
systems.  Through the application of affordability criteria described in the DWSRF program rules, the 
state intends to further the probability, on a short-term basis, that systems with critical public health 
or compliance needs and accompanying financial needs will evolve as the applicants to be funded from 
the DWSRF.  The federal FY 1997, 1998, and 1999 project priority lists showed this to be generally 
true.  
 
2B.  Long-term goals 
 
1. Support the North Carolina goal to assure safe and healthy drinking water for state residents 

and visitors served by public water supplies. 
2. Increase the percent of the population served by safe water systems. 
3. Increase the safety of public water systems. 
4. Provide assistance to public water systems in maintaining the health objectives of the SDWA. 
5. Assist water systems in complying with new SDWA rules as they are implemented. 
6. Maintain the fiscal integrity of the DWSRF to assure continuance of loan funds for future 

generations. 
7. Maintain DWSRF in perpetuity. 
8. Implement a capacity development strategy that will result in improved water system 

compliance. 
 
Additionally, by offering below-market-rate loans for projects, the state is striving to promote safe 
and affordable drinking water.  Other long-term objectives include providing funding assistance to 
help water supply systems adapt to changing drinking water quality standards.  Delineation and 
assessment and capacity development work, funded through the set-asides, is likely to reveal 
situations where innovative solutions may be needed.  For instance, in some cases, applying capacity 
development principles may be more appropriate and less costly than a construction-centered remedy. 
 Early identification of these alternatives will facilitate development of long-range solutions. 
 
Throughout all processes associated with the funding, including ? ready to proceed?  components of 
the program, the long-term goal will be to ensure technical integrity of the proposed water system 
improvements and funds management efficiency.  Other financial management strategies may include 
coupling DWSRF funds with other state or federal fund sources for projects that address  
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compliance and public health needs specifically, advocate self-sufficiency, protect water resources 
from new pollution sources, and promote sustainability. 
 
3. Financial Status of DWSRF 
 
3A. Total amount of funds in DWSRF.  The total amount of funds in the DWSRF for FY00 and 

the intended allocation to each activity are listed in Attachment A.  The financial plan for the 
DWSRF, as shown in Attachment A-1, shows the full 20 percent required State match for 
FY99.  The North Carolina General Assembly has provided authorization for the full match 
amount through the sale of bonds. This action was taken during the 1998 legislative session 
and the sale of bonds needed for this IUP is scheduled for March, 2001. 

 
3B. Beginning/End-of-year financial status. The split between proposed project and set-aside use 

was detailed in Attachment A of the previous IUPs submitted with the previous Capitalization 
Grant applications and was subsequently approved.  The summary of disbursements through 
March 31, 2001, for the FY97 DWSRF is shown in Attachment A-2. The summary of 
disbursements through March 31, 2001, for the FY98 DWSRF is shown in Attachment A-3. 
The summary of disbursements through March 31, 2001, for the FY99 DWSRF is shown in 
Attachment A-4.    The summary of total funding available to the DWSRF Program is shown 
in Attachment A-5.  June 30, 2000, represents the end of a full State fiscal year.  Activities 
prior to July 1, 1998, were for a partial fiscal year only and were primarily start-up tasks.  
Biannual reports are due to EPA by September 30 each year.   It is not anticipated that 
binding agreements for the FY97, FY98, or FY99 IUP projects list will be a problem within 
the award authorization time period. 

 
3C. Other Status Information.  Administration of these funds is expected to conform to the state 

fiscal year, starting July 1 each year and ending June 30.  As provided for by state statutes, it 
is the intent of the DWSRF program to utilize interest earned on state match loan funds as 
well as principal and interest repayments from projects to the state as part of the funds 
availability.   It is the current policy of the state to maximize the use of the DWSRF to assist 
as many water systems as possible and to preserve the fund in perpetuity.  These policies and 
procedures adopted and implemented to date preclude any ? no interest?  or ? forgiveness of 
principal?  loans to disadvantaged communities. The maximum interest rate on the loans is 4 
percent with one-half of the market rate being the norm. Maximum term is 20 years with a 
maximum loan ceiling of $3,000,000 per applicant per fiscal year. Assurance schedules 
contained in the Operating Agreement specify the level of fiscal integrity North Carolina and 
the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) specifically have targeted for 
the overall management of the DWSRF funds.  Based on drinking water facility needs, as 
determined by surveys conducted by the North Carolina Rural Center, Incorporated, it has 
been estimated that the overall capital needs for water supply improvements across the state 
exceed $4 billion.  This exceeds the amount statistically derived by EPA during its 1995 
Needs Survey and points to the need for continuing financial assistance beyond the year 2003, 
the end of the SDWA/SRF authorization period. 
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4. Intended Use for Non-Project Activities/Set-Asides 
 
4A. Definition of non-project activity.  The 1996 SDWA added new program responsibilities for 

states, and provided funding through the funding set-asides from the DWSRF for non-project 
activities.  Set-asides are uses of DWSRF money allowed by the SDWA in furthering the 
objectives of the Act, but are not construction related.  These projects include: Program 
Administration, Technical Assistance to Small Systems, Administration of the Public Water 
Supply Supervision Program (State Program Management), and Local Assistance and Other 
State Programs.  Non-project activities may be carried out directly by the Division of 
Environmental Health, Public Water Supply Section in the Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources (NCPWSS) or through contracts with other agencies and organizations. 

 
4B. Description of process used to determine amounts of Capitalization Grants to be used for 

non-project activities.  For planning for the DWSRF, the NCPWSS involved stakeholders in a 
detailed process for the FY 1997 grant allocation to determine if, and to what extent, the 
available set-asides would be used; what continuing positions would be created and funded; 
and to determine the priority needs in the state.  Four large group meetings were held 
between December 1996 and May 1997. The five issues determined to have the highest 
priority for current action in the State are: 1) technical assistance, 2) capacity development, 3) 
delineation and assessment of source water protection areas, 4) transient system compliance, 
and 5) wellhead protection.  Subcommittees were formed to develop the specific first-year 
action plans and estimate costs for the five different issues of concern in North Carolina. The 
committee reports were combined to fit the set-aside categories allowed by EPA and 
presented back to the full Stakeholder group.  Participating stakeholders represented the 
following agencies and organizations: NC American Water Works Association, NC Water 
Works Operators Association, NC Rural Water Association, NC League of Municipalities, 
NC Association of Water Companies, Lead Regional Agencies, Local Health Departments, 
Professional Engineers of NC, Division of Water Quality, Division of Water Resources, 
Division of Community Assistance, Center for Geographic Information and Analysis, NC 
Rural Economic Development Center, NC Utilities Commission Public Staff, and NC Public 
Water Supply Section.  Other agencies may have received notices of meetings but did not 
send any representatives.  Comments and concerns resulted in a draft IUP, taken to public 
hearing. The Set-Aside Intended Use Plan received final approval from EPA in March of 
1998.  The set-asides are described below, reflecting the priorities of the stakeholder group.   

 
This portion of this Intended Use Plan for Fiscal Year 2000 covering set-asides is a 
continuation of the programs and projects approved in the Fiscal Year 1997 – FY1999 IUPs. 
This set-aside plan continues funding for salaries and support for the positions that were 
created through the DWSRF. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4C. Description of non-project activities and percentage/amount of funds to be used for each 
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4C1. Program Administration (up to 4% of Capitalization Grant) 
 

The State will allocate $560,296 from Federal FY00 for program administration.  The 
DWSRF will be administered by the NCPWSS.  This set-aside is used for salaries and 
associated expenses of personnel devoting time to program administration for the DWSRF, 
including 1 Environmental Engineering Supervisor II, 2 Environmental Engineer II? s, 1 
Office Assistant, 1 Accountant II, 1 Administrative Assistant I, and 1 Accounting Tech IV. 
Needed programming services are budgeted, but whether this is by a permanent position or 
contracted out has yet to be determined. These positions are necessary for the administration 
and management of the program; financial management; capacity development 
implementation; legislation and rule making; application generation, solicitation, and review; 
development and maintenance of a priority list; reporting; managing services by vendors and 
other state agencies; data management; and records keeping.  These funds will also be used to 
procure all equipment and training necessary for the adequate performance of staff on related 
duties.  Technical assistance to water systems in completing the loan applications will be 
funded through this set-aside.  This IUP also adds partial funding for the Assistant Section 
Chief with duties related to DWSRF program implementation, including loans and set-asides. 
 It is also anticipated that one additional Engineer will be hired to help conduct work 
associated with completing complex federal requirements (see Attachment D).  Legislative 
changes in 1999 made private non-profit water corporations, formed for the sole purpose of 
providing water or water and sewer service, eligible applicants for funding.  Funds from this 
set-aside will be used to continue work plan activities until all funds are expended, regardless 
of the fiscal year that occurs. 

  
4C2. Technical Assistance for Small Systems (up to 2% of Capitalization Grant) 
 

The State will allocate $280,148 from Federal FY00 to provide technical assistance to small 
water systems.  Any unused funds from the state fiscal year in which use was initiated will be 
used in the following and subsequent state fiscal years to continue work plan activities.  This 
money is used jointly by the NCPWSS and the North Carolina Rural Water Association 
(NCRWA).  The NCPWSS will provide continued funding support for three Environmental 
Technician IV positions in regional offices. The NCRWA? s contract will continue the support 
of one circuit rider (see Attachment E).  All assistance provided with these funds must be 
directed to public water systems serving a population of less than 10,000.  A list of some of 
the general activities to be performed and assistance to be provided using this money is as 
follows: 

 
? ? Investigate maximum contaminant level violations and identify corrective actions. 
? ? Investigate and evaluate systems malfunctions or operational problems and advise regarding 

corrective actions. 
? ? Inspect system for compliance with required design standards and advise regarding needed 

modifications. 
? ? Interpret sample results and advise regarding health risk. 
? ? Interpret and advise concerning regulatory or monitoring requirements. 
? ? Assist with sample siting plans. 
? ? Provide emergency response to water outages and other serious conditions. 
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? ? Train operators and provide hands-on assistance when needed. 
? ? Investigate and advise concerning source water contamination and water source selection. 
? ? Assist in setting up pilot studies. 
? ? Assist with capacity development and source water protection activities. 
 
4C3. Drinking Water State Program Management Functions (up to 10% of Capitalization Grant) 
 

This match category requires a 1:1 match by the State program.  However, EPA gives credit 
toward this match for all match money for the PWSS grant in FY93 and for State 
contributions exceeding match requirements only for FY00.  By utilizing matches already met, 
North Carolina can spend $1,400,740.00 in FY00 with no additional match requirement.  This 
money will be used to support programs required by EPA as necessary for continuation of the 
work plan.   

  
4C3a. Administration of Public Water Supply Supervision Program. The new requirements of the 

Safe Drinking Water Act have identified assistance to small systems as a priority.  North 
Carolina has a greater percentage of small systems than many states and is faced with many 
systems that require assistance more than, or prior to, loans.  The Technical Assistance set-
aside is deemed inadequate to address the needs of the large number of these systems in North 
Carolina.  In addition, for the estimated 4500-plus transient water systems in North Carolina, 
EPA requires that the State ensure that these systems are complying with testing and 
monitoring requirements. North Carolina has not had adequate information on transient 
systems to ensure public health is being protected in these systems.   While compliance among 
these systems has improved dramatically (for example from less than 25 percent to nearly 90 
percent in two years for coliform monitoring), ongoing oversight and assistance is required.  
The money from this set-aside will be used to continue the work begun as a result of the FY 
1997 IUP to address these concerns.   

 
A total of $1,179,040 will be set aside to continue support for an Engineer II and an 
Engineering Technician V to manage transient systems; and a Processing Assistant V, a Data 
Entry Specialist, and an Applications Analyst Programmer to handle the increased information 
flow in the central office.  This IUP also adds a Computing Consultant II position.  To assist 
these transient systems and other small systems needing general technical assistance, and for 
assistance with new initiatives such as capacity development, an Engineering Technician IV, a 
Hydrogeologist 1, two Environmental Engineer I? s, and a Water Treatment Plant Consultant 
were added in the field offices (see Attachment F). 

 
4C3b. Administration or technical assistance activities for source water protection.   A manager was 

hired to facilitate development of and coordinate the Source Water Protection Program.  This 
position is responsible for ensuring that North Carolina develops and implements any 
activities required by EPA for Source Water Protection and coordinating with other State 
agencies.  The salary and fringe benefits for this set-aside are $62,000. 
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4C3c. Development and implementation of a capacity development strategy.  EPA will withhold 20 
percent of the Capitalization Grant from States that do not conform to the Capacity 
Development requirements by certain deadlines.  In order to meet the federal requirements 
and preserve the full allotment of funds for North Carolina, a capacity development strategy 
for new and existing systems was developed and needs to be implemented.  Activities are 
being coordinated by one Environmental Engineer II position, currently vacant, in the 
NCPWSS at an estimated total salary and fringe benefit cost of $62,000.  

 
4C3d. Implementation of the Operator Certification Program.   EPA will withhold 20 percent of the 

Capitalization Grant from States that do not have an Operator Certification Program by the 
deadline. North Carolina currently has an active certification program. Training of operators 
for certification is conducted by a network of volunteer and member organizations. A dire 
need was identified for an individual to assist with operator certification by evaluating, 
administering, and providing record keeping for the operator training program, including 
coordinating and developing a training calendar.  Through a contract with the North Carolina 
Waterworks Operators Association, this position was created and work has begun.  This set-
aside will renew the contract to provide these functions for another year at an annual cost of 
$97,700.  

 
4C4. Local Assistance and Other State Programs (up to 15% of Capitalization Grant) 
 

The State will allocate $988,100 from Federal FY00 for wellhead protection from this set-
aside (See Attachment J).  A state may fund several other categories of activities including 
loans, to assist development and/or implementation of local drinking water protection 
initiatives.  Funds may not be set aside and banked from year to year.  Since no provisions 
have been developed for how these loans would operate, nor rules to govern how funds could 
be awarded, there are no plans to set aside money for them at this time.  Therefore, there will 
be no set-asides taken for land acquisition/conservation easements for source water 
protection, source water quality protection measures for community water systems, or 
implementation of capacity development projects for community systems.  We reserve the 
right to use the full amount of the set-aside in the future from a future IUP when more 
protection activities are underway.  Delineation and assessment of source water protection 
areas is no longer available as a set-aside. 

 
This set-aside will continue funding support for two positions in NCPWSS: one 
Hydrogeologist II and one Office Assistant to handle the State implementation of the 
Wellhead Protection Program.  It may also provide support for up to three full-time 
equivalent positions in the field offices, for a total amount of $503,000.  Assistance will also 
be provided by these positions in support of the Delineation and Assessment of wellhead 
protection areas.  Activities related to the existing EPA-approved wellhead protection 
program were transferred from the Division of Water Quality, Groundwater Section to 
NCPWSS during the summer of 1998. This set-aside includes a $185,100 contract for on-site 
technical assistance for local wellhead protection efforts with NCRWA that supports two 
technicians to assist in the preparation of wellhead protection plans.  Included also is 
$300,000 for contractors to identify and inventory locations of public water supply wells in 
order that they may be delineated and assessed, update the system inventory, and  conduct 
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well inspections.  These contract dollars will also include assistance in data conversions to 
allow use of Global Positioning System (GPS) data in analytical work. 

 
4D. Transfer of Funds from Set-Asides into Standard Project Accounts.  The allocated funds for 

Program Administration, Technical Assistance, and Program Functions can be banked or the 
unspent funds can accumulate at the Region.  At any time, the DWSRF Administrator can 
transfer this accumulation of unspent funds to the funds available for project loans.  Once 
transferred, these funds must remain as part of the funds available for Standard Project loans 
in the year they are transferred.  Funds spent for Local Assistance and Other State Programs 
may not be banked for use in future years.  The exception is funds spent for Delineation and 
Assessment of source water protection areas, which must be obligated by March 5, 2002.  
Local Assistance and Other State Programs funds can be used for any of the five activities 
mentioned in section 4C4 above with no more than10 percent of the Federal Capitalization 
Grant going to any one activity.  These funds can be reallocated among the five different 
activities or transferred to the funds available for Standard Project loans, based upon the 
needs of the eligible water systems for any given year upon approval of grant amendment. A 
significant portion of the $750,000 for contractual work in the FY98 IUP set-aside for 
Wellhead Protection was intended for continuing County Health Department contracts to 
inventory and inspect transient water systems. However, that work was accomplished using 
the funds set aside in the FY97 IUP. As a result, $493,721 of these contractual funds from the 
FY97 award and $679,699 from the FY98 award were not needed for these purposes. As 
allowed in the guidelines and provided for in the Intended Use Plans, amendments to these 
two grants were requested and approved which reallocate these funds to Project Loans. 
Should any additional work in this effort be required, it is expected to be minimal in cost and 
could be supported by funds from the FY99 grant award. 

 
5. Comprehensive Priority List 
 
One hundred forty (140) applications requesting $182,351,387 in loans for $246,328,844 in total 
project costs were received.  Of these, eleven (11) were new applications and one hundred  twenty-
five (125) were either bypassed from the Fiscal Year 1999 list for failure to meet the ready-to-
proceed (RTP) criteria or requested additional funds beyond the maximum allowable during a fiscal 
year.  In accordance with permanent rules adopted by the Department on April 1,1999, the DWSRF 
application due date is September 30 of each year.  The applications were reviewed independently by 
SRF program engineers and at least one regional staff person familiar with the respective public water 
system.  Following these reviews, a comparison of scores and differences was performed by 
NCPWSS, State Revolving Fund Branch personnel for further refinement of the scores prior to 
presenting them to a committee of the Division of Environmental Health and NCPWSS.  This 
committee provided an oversight role as well as final score and eligibility determination based on the 
application content. After the December 9, 2000, review date, no further information was considered. 
 During subsequent public review, the applicants were offered opportunities to present arguments and 
comments if they thought that the state misinterpreted the information presented in their application 
packages.  
 
Thirty-three (33) of the applications were deemed ineligible because they did not contain sufficient 
information to demonstrate a public health or SDWA compliance need.  Of the remaining 
applications, the amounts to be considered for loans were limited to the lesser of the requested loan 
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amount or to the eligible project cost.  There were 107 applications eligible, with a corresponding 
loan total of $180,823,157, of which $140,261,886 was sought from eighty-four (84) systems serving 
populations of less than 10,000. 
 
The 15 percent amount earmarked for the small water systems is $2,036,939 and will fund 
approximately 2 applications.  No adjustment to the priority points was necessary to meet this 
requirement.  
 
Actual project funding from the 2000 allocation will depend on compliance with the RTP criteria. In 
accordance with 15A NCAC 1N .0701(c), those projects not RTP by October 31, 2001, will be 
bypassed in favor of other projects that are ready within the limitations of 1N .0201(b). 
 
Most of the applications on the priority list were submitted for grants under the 1998 NC Bond bill.  
The funding line will be adjusted as projects are awarded grants subject to a RTP cutoff for that 
program of April 30, 2001. 
 
6. Description of Criteria and Methods Used for Distribution of Funds 
 
6A. Set-Aside Accounts.  Division of funds between the monies to be used for set-aside purposes 

and those to be used for construction loan/project purposes, including the required state 
match of 20 percent, are detailed in Attachment A. 

 
6B. Conduct of the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund (DWSRF).  The provisions of the 

state? s permanent rules, identified as 15A NCAC 1N, Drinking Water Treatment Fund Rules, 
were adopted by the Department, effective April 1, 1999 (Attachment B).  The provisions of 
the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Program Guidelines, published February 28, 1997, 
by EPA and referred to as the Guidance Document, and the 1N rules guide the administration 
of the DWSRF program on a day-to-day basis.  General provisions, other than project rating 
criteria, that influence the decision making are summarized below. 

 
6B1. General Rule Provisions 
 

Section .0200 covers the conditions governing the availability of loan funds to eligible and 
approved projects.  In addition to the 15 percent allocated to small systems, 5 percent of the 
annual allocation is available for project planning purposes.  The planning amount is limited to 
a maximum of $25,000 per applicant per fiscal year.  Through the review of submitted 
applications, the state seeks the most cost-effective solutions and focuses the available 
funding on eligible project portions when ineligible segments are included in the application. 
In anticipation of funding shortfalls for program administration beyond the federal program 
authorization period, the DWSRF program will require payment of a 2 percent closing fee. 
This fee is deposited into an account separate from the project fund.   

 
Project eligibility requirements are set forth in Section .0300.   Application submittals are 
required to include dates for milestone events such as plans and specifications submission and 
approval, rate schedule submittal, bid opening and award, construction start, and projected 
project completion. This information allows the creation of funding schedules as part of the 
priority rated project list information. 
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Conditions for resolving tie breakers are covered in Section .0500 along with information 
about expectations for future reviews of bypassed projects. 

 
Bypass procedures are described in Section .0700 of the rules.  If any one of the conditions 
exist as described in .0701(c)(1) through (4), the project will be bypassed in deference to 
projects that can meet the ? ready to proceed?  criteria at the deadline established by the 
Department. 
 
The Federal Funding Process of the Guidance Document requires the state DWSRF program 
to submit a schedule of binding commitments as part of the capitalization grant agreement 
processes.  Binding commitments occur when an applicant has met the ? ready to proceed?  
requirements and the offer and acceptance documents (Part A) have been signed and dated by 
both the Department? s designee and the applicant.  Adherence to this schedule will cause, in 
some cases, eligible and ? ready to proceed?  projects in an unfunded position to move to the 
funded portion of the approved list.  This will occur in sufficient time to complete the steps 
leading to binding commitments prior to EPA? s cut-off date.  Timing decisions associated 
with the schedule adherence will consider, also, application review dates for the subsequent 
funding year so as to allow second reviews on the bypassed projects. 

 
Award, commitment and disbursement of loans are covered in Section .0700 of the rules. The 
provision of 5 percent of the available funds to be held in reserve is the same provision the 
state has in its revolving loan and grant program to cover unforeseen construction needs that 
exceed allowable contingency amounts and that can be approved by all parties to the binding 
agreements.  It is the intent of the state to award funds held in reserve prior to the close of the 
award authorization period. 
 
Expectations for the repayment of principal and interest are spelled out in Section .0800.  As 
evidenced by the Memorandum of Understanding attached to the Operating Agreement, 
North Carolina has a Local Government Commission (LGC) that annually reviews the fiscal 
condition of the various local units of government statewide.  As a result of its level of 
familiarity of the financial health of any of the applicants, it is in a position to negotiate the 
loan repayment time period.  While loans are authorized to be repaid within twenty years, the 
LGC staff may recommend in certain instances that the payback period be shorter. When 
negotiated on these terms, the state benefits because the principal and interest repayments 
occur over a shorter period of time.  This enables funds to be used again more quickly by 
future applicants. 
 
Inspection requirements are outlined in Rule .0901. Additionally, to establish an 
understanding between the State and the awardee, pre-construction conferences will be 
scheduled immediately following the signing of the binding agreements.  Also, an on-site 
inspection of the work in progress should be scheduled prior to reaching the ninety percent 
construction completion stage, and sooner if problems needing immediate resolution to 
maintain the project? s integrity occur.  
 
Audits on the projects are expected to meet state and federal requirements as specified in Rule 
.0902. 
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6B2. Capacity Development Reviews 
 

All public water systems receiving funding from the DWSRF must be reviewed to ensure that 
they can demonstrate adequate technical, financial, and managerial capacity to operate the 
water system in compliance with the SDWA.  States are required to develop criteria to 
prevent the formation of new non-viable water systems, and to enhance the capacity of 
existing systems, as reflected in the Final Guidance document issued in August 1998.  Certain 
deadlines for the capacity development requirements occurred over the last several years, the 
first of which was September 30, 1999. The state capacity development plan for new water 
systems obtained needed EPA approval in sufficient time to prevent losing twenty percent of 
DWSRF capitalization grants. The regulatory changes apply to new and existing systems and 
have been approved by EPA as adequate to ensure technical, financial, and managerial 
capacity is demonstrated.  A water system that lacks adequate capacity in one or more 
categories might remain eligible for funding if a strategy that would resolve the problem issue 
can be developed and attached as a condition of the loan approval.  The following procedures 
will be used to ensure water systems receiving FY 2000 DWSRF funds satisfy capacity 
development criteria. 

 
Technical capacity is determined by two primary mechanisms.  First, a Preliminary 
Engineering Report (PER) is a required component of the loan application.  The PER covers 
technical aspects of the proposed project, such as how the proposed project will satisfy the 
public health or compliance concern, and how that option was selected.  The PER is reviewed 
for technical merit by both the SRF program engineers and by the field office engineers who 
have the greater familiarity with the existing water system.  After the PER is approved but 
prior to awarding the loan, design plans and specifications must be submitted, reviewed, and 
approved by the Public Water Supply Section to ensure that the project design is sufficient to 
meet SDWA and the NC Drinking Water Act requirements. 
 
Financial capacity is reviewed by the North Carolina Local Government Commission (LGC). 
The LGC is charged with annual reviews of the financial health of local governments in the 
state and must certify that the local government is able to incur debt prior to its being allowed 
to accept a loan or issue bonds.  The LGC reviews in detail completed forms from its office, 
which then becomes part of the DWSRF application package.  One form relates to general 
financial accountability and fiscal procedures and the other pertains to projected revenues, 
expenses, and user rates for the specific water system. 
 
Managerial capacity is determined by central office staff.  Information evaluated includes a 
water system management plan submitted by the applicant covering organization, ownership, 
management qualifications, management training, and policies.  The water system 
management plan is required by regulation for all construction projects.  Any additional 
evaluation by the PWS field office staff familiar with the water system is included as well.  

 
6C. Determination of Priority Rating Points.  Each application, or independent eligible portions 

under Rule .0502(d), is judged and receives priority points in accordance with the criteria 
contained in the attached rules.  Also in accordance with the rules, the Guidance Document, 
and the amended SDWA of 1996, the State reviews each project description to certify that the 
proposed project addresses the most serious risk to human health or is necessary to ensure 
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compliance with the requirements of the amended SDWA.  Rule criteria for public health, 
compliance, consolidation, reliability, affordability, and source protection and management 
priority points are described in the attached rules. 

 
While the final guidelines for SRF recognize that proposed projects may be added to address 
unanticipated emergency situations, the State’s 1N rules currently do not provide a 
mechanism for addressing emergency public health needs.  This deficiency will likely be 
addressed in future 1N rule modifications. 

 
7. Public Participation 
 

A Public Hearing to receive comments relative to the permanent adoption of rule 15A NCAC 
1N governing the awarding of loans under the North Carolina Drinking Water State 
Revolving Fund was held on August 31, 1998.  Notification of the hearing was made via 
publication in the NC Register, a notice copy distributed to more than 300 interested parties, 
and inclusion upon the NCPWSS, State Revolving Fund (SRF) Branch’s web site at 
http://www.deh.enr.state.nc.us/pws/. Representatives from three stakeholders separate from 
NCPWSS and its representatives attended the hearing.  Minimal comment was given at the 
hearing.  Opportunity was given, through the notices distributed to the interested parties, to 
comment on the permanent adoption of the rule.  No additional comments were received. 

 
A Public Meeting/Hearing was held on March 22, 2001, in Raleigh to present the IUP to 
interested parties and the public.  The content of the IUP covers both set-asides and projects. 
The notice published statewide prior to this meeting gave affected parties a thirty (30) day 
period during which to provide comments or concerns.  It also advised interested parties that 
Categorical Exclusion (CE) request for exemption from environmental review for minor 
projects is now a part of the application package and review processes.  A summary of the 
comments received is provided as an attachment to the application to EPA.  The hearing 
officer’s record of the meeting is a part of the application to EPA. 

 
8. Transfer of Funds DWSRF/CWSRF 
 

While transfer of funds between the DWSRF and the Clean Water State Revolving Fund 
(CWSRF) are authorized by federal statutes, those transfers are not authorized from DWSRF 
capitalization grants (project funds) and therefore are not a consideration of this IUP.   

 
9. Disadvantaged Community Program 
 

It is the policy of the State to maximize the use of the DWSRF to assist as many water 
systems as possible and to preserve the fund in perpetuity.  Awarding funds with reduced or 
no repayment would limit the State’s ability to address the tremendous infrastructure need. 
The state has elected not to award funds on a ? no interest?  or ? forgiveness loan?  basis.  
This policy may be revisited after the impact of the Capacity Development program on North 
Carolina public water systems and their respective funding sources is better known. 
 
The State recognizes the need for some local units of government to have access to grant 
funds.  Accordingly, the State Clean Water and Natural Gas Critical Needs Bond Act of 1998 
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provided just over half of the grant funds for applicants with municipal bond ratings below 75. 
 Local units of government with bond ratings of 75 or more usually don’t have difficulty 
borrowing funds in the open market.  The same public health and compliance rating criteria  
used for the SRF program are used to determine critical infrastructure needs under this State 
program. 

 
10. Non-Local Government Applications 

 
Authority to use state appropriations or funds made available to the state comes from the 
North Carolina General Assembly.  The authorization to provide state financial assistance 
through the use of high unit cost grants, direct one-time loans, or revolving loans is limited to 
local units of government for the improvement of water and sewer facilities across the state.  
During the 2000 session of the General Assembly no proposals were offered to modify the 
limitations for use of state funds, although the legislature made non-profit, private water 
corporations eligible applicants for DWSRF low-interest loans. 
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 ATTACHMENT A-1 
North Carolina Financial Plan of DWSRF FY-2000 

 
 
 
North Carolina Capitalization Grant From EPA 

 
$14,007,400.00  

 
 

 
 

 
Non-project Set-Asides 

 
$3,229,284.00  

 
1. Administration--up to 4% 

 
$560,296.00  

 
2. Technical Assistance--up to 2% 

 
$280,148.00  

 
a. NC Rural Water Association 
b. NC Public Water Supply 

 
$83,400.00  

$196,748.00  
 
3. State Program Functions -- up to 10% 

 
$1,400,740.00 

 
a. PWSS Program 
b. Source water protection 
c. Capacity development 
d. Operator Certification - Waterworks Operators Assoc. 

 
$1,179,040.00  

$62,000.00  
$62,000.00  
$97,700.00  

 
4. Local Assistance and Other State Programs--up to 15% 

 
$988,100.00  

 
a. Land acquisition 
b. Source water protection 
c. Delineate and assess source water areas 
d. Wellhead protection 
         NC Public Water Supply 
         NC Rural Water Association 
         Other Contracts 
e. Capacity development 

 
$-------  
$-------  
$------- 

$988,100.00  
($503,000.00) 
($185,100.00) 
($300,000.00) 

$-------  
 
Total Remaining Federal Dollars for Standard Project Loans 

 
$10,778,116.00  

 
 

 
 

 
State Match (20 percent of federal grant) 

all goes toward project loans 

 
$2,801,480.00  

 
 

 
 

 
Total federal and State dollars for Standard Project Loans 

 
$13,579,596.00  
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ATTACHMENT B 
 
  TITLE15A: SUBCHAPTER 1N - DRINKING WATER TREATMENT FUND RULES 
 
 
 SECTION .0100 - GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
.0101   PURPOSE 

Loans for public water systems from the Drinking Water Treatment Revolving Loan fund established by G.S. 159G-5(d) 
shall be made in accordance with this Subchapter. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0102  DEFINITIONS 

The following definitions shall apply to this Subchapter: 
 (1) "Act" means the N.C. Drinking Water Act, G.S. 130A-311 et. seq; 
 (2) "Division" means the Division of Environmental Health, Department of Environment and Natural Resources; 
 (3) "Fund" means the Drinking Water Treatment Revolving Loan fund established by G.S. 159G-5(d); 
 (4) "Intended Use Plan" means an annual plan to identify the proposed uses of the amount available in the state 

revolving fund; 
 (5) "MCL" means maximum contaminant level which is the permissible level of a contaminant in water which is 

delivered to any user of a public water system; 
 (6) "Receiving agency" means the Division of Environmental Health. 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0103  APPLICABLE PROCEDURES 

Loans from the Fund shall be made in accordance with guidelines found in the "Drinking Water State Revolving Fund 
Program Guidelines," published by the United States Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Water, on February 28, 
1997 (EPA 816-R-97-005) which is hereby incorporated by reference including any subsequent amendments and additions.  
This material is available for inspection at the Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Division of Environmental 
Health, 2728 Capital Boulevard, Raleigh, North Carolina.  Free copies may be obtained from the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency by telephoning 1-800-426-4791.  The guidelines are also available on-line at 
http://www.epa.gov.OGWDW/regs/intro.html. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
 
 SECTION .0200 - AVAILABILITY OF LOANS 
 
.0201  AVAILABILITY OF LOANS 

(a) Loans are available only for projects that appear on the state approved intended use plan submitted to the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and that are in compliance with the requirements of this Subchapter. 

(b) During any fiscal year 15 percent of the annual allocation shall be available solely for providing assistance to public 
water systems which regularly serve fewer than 10,000 persons to the extent such funds can be obligated for eligible projects. 

(c) During any fiscal year a maximum of five percent of the annual allocation may be used for loans for project planning 
purposes only. 
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History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 
    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0202  LOAN RESTRICTIONS 

(a)  Loans shall not be used for the acquisition of real property or interests therein, unless the acquisition is integral to a 
project authorized under this Subchapter and the purchase is from a willing seller. 

(b)  Except as provided in Paragraph (c) of this Rule no assistance shall be provided to a public water system that does not 
have the technical, managerial, and financial capacity to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Act or to a public 
water system that is in significant non-compliance with any requirement of the Act or with a variance authorized under the Act 
as evidenced by administrative penalty, administrative order or court action against the water system.  A determination of 
technical, managerial, and financial capacity shall be based upon a review of finances, compliance with applicable public 
health, environmental and utility laws, and the experience and certification level of the water system operator as evidenced by 
the submission of a business plan as required by Section .0400 of this Subchapter. 

(c) A public water system in significant non-compliance with the Act may receive assistance if the assistance shall ensure 
compliance with the Act.  A public water system that does not have technical, managerial, and financial capacity may receive 
assistance if the owner or operator shall agree to undertake feasible and appropriate changes in operation of the water system 
that will ensure the system will achieve technical, managerial, and financial capacity over the long-term. 

(d)  Each applicant shall establish a dedicated source of revenue or demonstrate that there is adequate security for 
repayment of the loan. 

(e)  Funding shall be limited to the most cost-effective solution for the compliance or public health problem identified in a 
proposed project. 

(f)  Funding shall be limited to the eligible portions of a project containing ineligible segments. 
(g)  Funding shall not be available for federally owned public water systems. 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0203  ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 

Agreement to a debt instrument by a loan applicant shall include payment of a two- percent administrative fee which is an 
eligible project cost.  These monies shall accrue to be used only for the reasonable costs of administering the Fund. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
 

SECTION .0300 - ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 
 
.0301  DETERMINATION OF ELIGIBILITY 

(a)  Eligibility of applicants shall be determined in accordance with G.S. 159G-3(2) and G.S. 159G-9. 
(b)  Applications shall be returned to ineligible applicants. 
(c)  An application may not be filed after the award of a construction contract on a project, except when an applicant is 

subject to an administrative order issued by the Division or a legally enforceable deadline. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff April 1, 1999. 

 
.0302  ELIGIBLE PROJECTS 

(a) Projects that will facilitate compliance with the North Carolina Drinking Water Act or federal Safe Drinking Water 
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Act or further health protection under the criteria of Rule .0602 of this Subchapter shall be eligible for funding under this 
Subchapter.  Eligible projects include those that: 
 (1) Rehabilitate or develop sources to replace contaminated sources of drinking water; 
 (2) Install or upgrade treatment to meet state or federal regulations; 
 (3) Install or upgrade eligible storage to prevent entry of microbiological contamination; 
 (4) Install or replace transmission or distribution pipes to prevent contamination; 
 (5) Consolidate or restructure water systems; or 
 (6) Purchase capacity in another water system. 
(b)  Types of projects which are not eligible for funding are: 
 (1) Dams or rehabilitation of dams; 
 (2) Water rights, except if the water rights are owned by a system that is being purchased through consolidation as part 

of a capacity development strategy; 
 (3) Reservoirs, except for finished water reservoirs and those reservoirs that are part of treatment process and are 

located on the property where the treatment facility is located; 
 (4) Laboratory fees for monitoring; 
 (5) Operation and maintenance expenses; 
 (6) Projects needed mainly for fire protection; or 
 (7) Projects primarily intended to serve future growth. 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-1; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0303  ELIGIBLE PROJECT COSTS 

(a)  Project construction costs eligible for a loan under this Subchapter are limited to: 
 (1) Planning, including system and needs assessment, the preparation of a local water supply plan and the preparation 

of a business plan; 
 (2) Environmental assessment reports, including all federal cross-cutters; 
 (3) Design; 
 (4) Construction; 
 (5) Legal, fiscal, and administrative costs; 
 (6) Contingency costs; and 
 (7) Land acquisition integral to the project. 
(b)  Loans may be up to 100 percent of allowable construction project costs. 
(c)  Loans made for project planning purposes only are available for acute, immediate, and chronic health hazards as 

determined in Rule .0602 of this Subchapter. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0304  MAXIMUM LOAN AMOUNT 

The maximum principal amount of loan commitment from any fiscal year's allocation made to an applicant shall be three 
million dollars ($3,000,000.00), except that the maximum amount of loan commitment from any fiscal year? s allocation for a 
project planning purposes only loan shall be twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000). 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
 SECTION .0400 - APPLICATIONS 
 
.0401  FILING DEADLINES 
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Applications for loans shall be postmarked or delivered to the Division of Environmental Health on or before  
 
September 30 of each year in order to be approved for loan funds available during the following fiscal year. 
 

History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 
    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0402  APPLICATION PROCEDURES 

(a)  Applications for loans shall be submitted on forms provided by the Division and shall be accompanied by all documents 
such as the Preliminary Engineering Report (PER), assurances, and other information required by the instructions for 
completing and filing the applications.  Information concerning any grant or loan funds from any other source for which the 
applicant has applied shall be disclosed on the application. 

(b)  Every application shall be accompanied by an adopted resolution or other documentation as required by G.S. 159G-
9(4).  The resolution or documentation shall be certified or attested to as a true and correct copy as adopted. 

(c)  An applicant shall furnish additional information upon the request of the Division. 
(d)  A project shall not receive a priority rating unless the application contains sufficient information on the day of rating for 

the receiving agency to review and assign priority points in accordance with Section .0600 of this Subchapter. 
(e)  An application may be withdrawn from consideration upon request of the applicant but if resubmitted shall be 

considered as a new application. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0403  PROJECT SCHEDULE AND RESOLUTION 

Every application shall be accompanied by a project schedule specifying dates for milestone events including: 
 (1) business plan submittal; 
 (2) plans and specifications submission and approval; 
 (3) a rate schedule submittal; 
 (4) bid opening and award; 
 (5) construction start; and 
 (6) project completion. 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
 
 SECTION .0500 - REVIEW AND ASSIGNMENT OF PRIORITIES 
 
.0501  PRIORITY REVIEW PERIOD 

The priority review period shall be from October 1 until June 30 of the following year. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0502  ASSIGNMENT OF PRIORITIES 

(a)  During each review period the Division shall assign a priority rating to each eligible application for inclusion in the 
state intended use plan;  the priority rating shall be determined in accordance with the rating criteria and points contained in 
Section .0600 of this Subchapter. 

(b) The Division may exercise discretionary authority to establish a priority rating when two or more applications receive 
the same number of priority points.  The project receiving the most points for public health and compliance shall 
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receive the greater priority.  If the public health points awarded the projects are equal, the project with the smaller 
population shall receive the greater priority.  If points are still equal, the project with the greatest financial  

 
need as determined in accordance with Rule .0605 of this Subchapter shall receive the higher ranking. 
(c)  Only the eligible portions of a project containing ineligible segments shall receive a priority rating. 
(d)  The Division may assign a different priority rating to each substantially independent part of a proposed project. 
(e)  Any applications that are not awarded assistance during a review period shall be held over and considered for a second 

review in accordance with G.S. 159G-10(d). 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0503  INTENDED USE PLAN 

A state intended use plan containing the priority rating of each eligible project will be prepared by the Division.  The 
intended use plan shall include a comprehensive priority list identifying which projects are intended to be funded in the current 
year and in future years.  The projects that are expected to be funded in the current year shall  be so noted.  The priority rating 
of eligible projects shall be published and an opportunity for public hearing will be provided before funds are awarded. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
 SECTION .0600 - PRIORITY CRITERIA  
 
.0601   GENERAL CRITERIA 

(a)  In determining the priority to be assigned each eligible application, the Division shall consider whether the project will: 
 (1) Address the most serious risk to human health, 
 (2) Facilitate compliance with the N.C. Drinking Water Act or the federal Safe Drinking Water Act, and 
 (3) Assist systems most in need on a per household basis. 
(b)  The total priority points received shall be the sum of all points awarded for each categorical element. 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0602  PUBLIC HEALTH AND COMPLIANCE 

Public health and compliance points may be awarded to a project based on the following criteria.  A proposed project shall 
be necessary to facilitate compliance with the N.C. Drinking Water Act or the federal Safe Drinking Water Act and to alleviate 
the type of public health concern for which points are awarded.  A project shall receive only points in the highest sub-category 
for which it may qualify: 

 (1) Acute/Imminent Health Hazards.  A maximum of 150 points shall be awarded to projects that propose to eliminate 
any one or more of the following acute, ongoing health hazards to the consumer: 

   (a) Projects that address documented nitrate, nitrite or fecal coliform MCL violations, or contaminant levels in 
drinking water which constitute acute health risks as defined in 40 C.F.R 141.32(a)(1)(iii) which is 
incorporated by reference at 15A NCAC 18C .1523; or 

   (b) Projects that eliminate any contaminant in the public water system that poses an acute risk or imminent 
hazard to public health as determined by the State Health Director or a health risk assessment from the 
Division of Epidemiology, Department of Health and Human Services in accordance with G.S. 130A-2(3). 

 (2) Immediate Health Hazards.  A maximum of 100 points shall be awarded to projects that propose to eliminate any 
one or more of the following immediate health hazards to the consumer: 

   (a) Projects that address surface water treatment technique violations occurring for two or more consecutive 
months; 

   (b) Projects that resolve any microbiological MCL problems for a water system with three or more 
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                       microbiological MCL violations during the previous 12 months; 
   (c) Projects that propose filtration for a surface water source or for a well that is determined to be under the 

direct influence of surface water by the Department that does not currently have filtration; 
   (d) Projects that address the inability of a public water system to inactivate giardia and viruses in accordance 

with 15A NCAC 18C .2001; or 
   (e) Projects that address documented recurrent water outages or low pressure below the requirements of 15A 

NCAC 18C .0901.  Only problems that affect human consumption of drinking water shall be considered for 
award of points under this criteria. 

 (3) Chronic Health Hazards.  A maximum of 60 points shall be awarded to projects that propose to eliminate any one 
or more of the following chronic health hazards to the consumer: 

   (a) Projects that address exceedances of the lead and copper action levels under 15A NCAC 18C .1507; 
   (b) Projects that address violations of inorganic or organic chemical or contaminant MCLs under 15A NCAC 

18C .1510, .1517, and .1518; 
   (c) Projects that address violations of radiological contamination MCLs under 15A NCAC 18C .1520 and 

.1521; or 
   (d) Projects that address a chronic health hazard as determined by the State Health Director or a health risk 

assessment from the Division of Epidemiology, Department of Health and Human Services. 
 (4) Potential Health Hazards.  A maximum of 40 points shall be awarded to projects that propose to eliminate any one 

or more of following potential health hazards to the consumer: 
   (a) Projects that address low chlorine residuals in the distribution system; 
   (b) Projects that address periodic violations of an MCL; 
   (c) Projects for line installation or extensions to areas with poor water quality or limited quantity; 
   (d) Projects to develop new sources of water, to augment existing sources, or to expand treatment capacity to 

meet current demand when the average daily demand for the previous 12 months equals or exceeds the 
available water supply as calculated in local water supply plans prepared in accordance with G.S. 143-
355(l) or the maximum day demand for the previous 12 months equals or exceeds the approved water 
treatment plant design capacity; or 

   (e) Projects to provide disinfection for a system that currently does not have disinfection. 
 (5) System Improvements.  A maximum of 20 points shall be awarded for projects that shall provide any one or more 

of the following general system improvements when needed for public health purposes: 
   (a) Projects that replace water supply production or treatment equipment that is undersized, malfunctioning or 

has exceeded its useful life; 
   (b) Projects that replace undersized or leaking water lines; 
   (c) Projects that address other water quality concerns such as iron, manganese, taste, and odor; 
   (d) Projects to bring existing facilities to current design standards which affect water quality such as treatment, 

chemical storage and application, pumping facilities, finished storage, distribution systems; 
   (e) Projects that eliminate dead ends and provide looping in a distribution system; 
   (f) Projects that increase water storage capacity; 
   (g) Projects to develop new sources of water, to augment existing sources, or to expand treatment capacity to 

meet current demand when the average daily demand for the previous 12 months exceeds 80 percent of the 
available water supply as calculated in local water supply plans prepared in accordance with G.S. 143-
355(l) or the maximum day demand for the previous 12 months exceeds 80 percent of the approved water 
treatment plant design capacity; or 

   (h) Projects for installation or upgrade of water treatment plant waste disposal facilities. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5;159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0603  CONSOLIDATION 

A maximum of 10 points shall be awarded in the consolidation categorical element for projects that propose to improve 
water system reliability by interconnecting with an existing water system, by purchasing systems in whole or in part, or by 
purchasing water capacity from other systems, as follows: 
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 (1) Projects that propose consolidation to provide water service to an existing community whose water supply 
 
            cannot meet the rules governing public water systems at 15A NCAC 18C, 10 points; 
 (2) Projects that propose consolidation of existing water systems shall be awarded 5 points; 
 (3) Projects where consolidation is not physically feasible, 5 points. 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 
 

.0604  RELIABILITY 
A maximum of five points shall be awarded in the reliability categorical element to projects that propose to increase the 

reliability of the water system; points may be awarded for both Items (1) and (2) of this Rule up to the maximum, as follows: 
 (1) Projects that provide redundancy to critical treatment or delivery functions, such as interconnection, but excluding 

projects that provide emergency backup electrical power source, 3 points; 
 (2) Projects that provide emergency backup electrical power source, 3 points. 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0605  AFFORDABILITY 

Points for affordability shall be determined by comparing the projected monthly residential user cost at the completion of the 
project with the median household income (MHI).  User cost shall be calculated from water rates based on a maximum of 
4,500 gallons.  The median household income shall be determined in the service area of the water system. If median household 
income data is not available for the service area, data from the nearest comparable community area shall be used.  The 
Division may use county-wide median household income data if data for the service area or nearest comparable community 
area are not available.  Points shall be awarded on the following scale: 

  Rates = 0% to .25% MHI  0 points 
  Rates = 0.26% to .50% MHI  5 points 
  Rates = .51% to .75% MHI 20 points 
  Rates = .76% to 1.0% MHI 40 points 
  Rates = 1.01% or greater MHI 50 points 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0606  SOURCE PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT 

The maximum value to be given for source protection and management categorical elements is 10 points.  Points shall only 
be awarded for existing activities or programs that efficiently protect the public health, as follows: 

 (1) Participation in source water protection activities; points may be awarded in Sub-Items (a) and (b) of this Item up 
to the maximum, as follows: 

   (a) Voluntary water supply watershed protection activities, five points, or 
   (b) Voluntary wellhead protection program, five points. 
 (2) Efficient water use, as shown by the applicant's establishment and administration of the described programs; points 

may be awarded in Sub-Items (a), (b), and (c) of this Item up to the maximum, as follows: 
   (a) Water loss reduction program which includes water audits, comprehensive metering, and hidden leak 

detection, three points; 
   (b) Cross-connection control program, three points; 
   (c) Demand management strategies, such as a water conservation incentive rate structure, incentives for new or 

replacement installation of low flow faucets, showerheads and toilets, or a water reclamation or reuse 
system, three points. 
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History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 
    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
 SECTION .0700 - AWARD, COMMITMENT AND DISBURSEMENT OF LOANS 
 
.0701  DETERMINATION OF AWARDS AND BYPASS PROCEDURES 

(a)  All funds appropriated for a fiscal year and all other funds accruing from loan principal repayments, interest payments, 
interest earned on funds, excess funds not awarded in the previous priority review period, and any other source, shall be 
available for loans during the priority review period. 

(b)  Of the funds available at the beginning of a priority review period, five percent shall be set aside for potential 
adjustments under Rule .0703 of this Section.  Any funds set aside for this purpose that are not used to adjust loans during a 
priority review period shall return to the account for the next priority review period. 

(c)  The funds available in a priority review period shall be awarded in descending order of priority rating considering 
Section .0201(b) of this Subchapter except for projects that are not ready to proceed.  A project shall be funded unless at the 
time of binding agreement: 

 (1) Project plans and specifications are not approved by the receiving agency; 
 (2) Any environmental assessment or impact statement required is not complete and approved; 
 (3) 100 percent funding necessary for the project is not committed; or 
 (4) The receiving agency is unable to determine from review of the business plan and other information whether the 

applicant has the technical, managerial, and financial capacity to ensure compliance with the Act. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0702  CERTIFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY 

(a)  The receiving agency shall create a certificate of eligibility for each applicant for which a loan has been made. 
(b)  The certificate of eligibility shall indicate that the applicant meets all eligibility criteria and that all other requirements of 

the Act have been met. 
(c)  The certificate of eligibility shall also indicate the amount and the fiscal year of the loan commitment. 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0703  CRITERIA FOR LOAN ADJUSTMENTS 

Upon receipt of bids, a loan commitment may be adjusted as follows: 
 (1) The loan commitment may be decreased by the receiving agency provided; the project cost as bid is less than the 

estimated project cost; 
 (2) The loan commitment may be increased a maximum of 10 percent by the receiving agency provided:  the project 

cost as bid is greater than the estimated project cost; the project as bid is in accordance with the project for which 
the loan commitment was made; the receiving agency has reviewed the bids and determined that substantial cost 
savings would not be available through project revisions without jeopardizing the integrity of the project; and 
adequate funds are available in the Fund.  Increases greater than 10 percent of the loan commitment require 
approval by the Local Government Commission. 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0704  DISBURSEMENT OF LOANS 

(a)  Disbursement of loan monies shall be made at intervals as work progresses and expenses are incurred.  No 
disbursement shall be made until the receiving agency receives satisfactory documentation of incurred costs.  At no time shall 
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disbursement exceed the allowable costs which have been incurred at that time. 
(b)  No disbursement shall be made until the receiving agency receives documentation of compliance with the 
 

verifiable percentage goal for participation by minority businesses in accordance with G.S. 143-128(c) and any eligible federal 
and state laws. 

(c)  The receiving agency shall authorize the Controller? s Office of the Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
to make loan disbursements. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1,1999. 

 
.0705  TERMINATION OF LOANS 

Loan commitments may be terminated by the receiving agency when recipients do not meet project schedules, if they fail to 
award contracts within one year, or if they fail to comply with applicable federal requirements. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 
 

SECTION .0800 - LOAN REPAYMENTS 
 
.0801    INTEREST RATES 

The interest rate to be charged on loans under this Subchapter will shall be set in each priority review period at the lesser of 
four percent per annum or one half the prevailing national market rate as derived from the Bond Buyer's 20-Bond Index in 
accordance with G.S. 159G-4(c). 
 

History Note:  Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 
    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0802  REPAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST 

(a)  The debt instrument setting the terms and conditions of repayment of loans under this Subchapter will shall be 
established after the receipt of bids.  Adjustments to the loan may be made only under Rule .0703 of this Subchapter. 

(b)  The maximum maturity on any construction loan shall not exceed 20 years. 
(c)  The maximum maturity on any project planning loan shall not exceed 5 years. 
(d)  Interest on the debt instrument shall begin to accrue on the original date that a project's contracts are scheduled to be 

completed.  Extensions of this deadline are not allowed. 
(e)  All principal payments shall be made annually on or before May 1 or November 1.  The first principal payment is due 

not earlier than six months after the date of completion of the project. 
(f)  All interest payments shall be made semiannually on or before May 1 and November 1 of each year.  The first interest 

payment is due not earlier than six months after the date of completion of the project. 
(g)  All principal and interest payments shall be made payable to the Fund. 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
 SECTION .0900 - INSPECTION AND AUDIT OF PROJECTS 
 
.0901  INSPECTION 

Inspection of a project to which a loan has been committed may be made by the receiving agency to determine the 
percentage of completion of the project for disbursements, and for compliance with all applicable laws and rules. 
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History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 

 
.0902  AUDIT 

All projects to which a loan has been committed shall be audited in accordance with G.S. 159-34 and the United States 
Environmental Protection Office of Water (4606) Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Program Guidelines, EPA 816-R-97-
005 February (28) 1997 which is incorporated in Rule .0103 of this Subchapter. 
 
History Note: Authority G.S. 159G-5; 159G-15; 

    Temporary Adoption Eff. January 31, 1998; 
    Eff. April 1, 1999. 
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ATTACHMENT D 
Administration Set-Aside 

 
1. Funding Amount 
 

 Dollars:   
                Administration:  $560,296.00 

        Total:  $560,296.00 
 
 Percentage of State DWSRF Allocation: 

 
            [$14,004,400]  x 4%= $560,296.00 

 
II.  Number of FTEs 
 

1 Environmental Engineer Supervisor II 
 
   0.5 Environmental Supervisor IV (New) 
 

3 Environmental Engineer II (2 previous, 1 new) 
 
1 Accountant II 
 
1 Accountant Tech IV 

 
1 Administrative Assistant I 

 
1 Computer Applications Analyst/Programmer 
 
1 Office Assistant 

 
Total FTEs:  9.5 

 
  
 
 Total staff to implement the program are listed above. The total set-aside will be used for 
salaries, fringe benefits, indirect cost, operating expenses, office supplies and furniture, office space 
leasing, computer system programming and services, and equipment purchases.  Equipment purchases 
include two laptop computers for project administration and inspection work.  Total annualized 
amounts for the support of the administrative personnel depends upon prior award year fund depletion 
rates. The flexibility in the DWSRF authorized by the SDWA permits this agency to request the full 
set-aside and adjust the amount and timing of spending to administer the program in a timely and 
efficient manner.  This agency plans to apply for the full 4 percent Administration Set-aside for all 
years available.  This is equivalent to an annualized amount of approximately $780,000 per year 
through 2003. 
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 The DWSRF program assesses a 2 percent closing cost, as has been the practice of the 
wastewater SRF program.  This is estimated to yield an annualized amount of approximately $150,000 
per year to cover the years 2004 through 2024.  According to EPA, this closing cost is now an eligible 
project construction cost.  This IUP takes into account the fact that EPA allows unspent funds to be 
transferred to the loan fund. 
 
III. Goals, Objectives, Outputs, and Deliverables 
 
 One of the set-asides authorized under the 1996 SDWA amendments is administration of the 
DWSRF program, which can use up to 4 percent of the federal capitalization grant. These funds will 
support activities such as DWSRF start-up and maintenance of program costs, including grant 
application processing; IUP and Operating Agreement (OA) preparation and revision; financial 
management; legislation drafting and rule making; application review; reporting; administrative 
services associated with agreements for vendors and other state and local agencies; legal fees; federal 
requirements fulfillment certification; and project management, including support of data management 
systems to track project progress and capitalization grant fund status at all times. 
 
 Since these activities encompass both the loan fund and the set-asides, a great deal of planning, 
coordination, and communication will be required.  For example, the financial management and 
responsibility for reporting on all the set-aside activities is the shared responsibility of the Section 
Chief, Division Head, each set-aside program manager and the Accountant II position.  Similarly, loan 
program management functions appropriate for DWSRF program administration should be carried out 
by Section/Branch personnel while other supportive functions are performed by other departments, 
other divisions in the department, or outside contractors. 
 
 The primary goal is to use the resources available through the DWSRF Capitalization Grant to 
provide maximum services allowed by the set-aside programs and to provide low-interest loans to 
projects with the greatest public health and compliance and affordability needs. 
 
 Annual objectives are extensions of the program goals. 
 
? ? Set aside sufficient funds to administer the program in perpetuity. 
? ? Maximize the efficient use of these funds. 
? ? Administer the DWSRF program in an efficient and comprehensive manner. 
 

 
Outputs and Deliverables: 

 
? ? Low interest loans to eligible local units of government for allowable projects. 

 
? ? Completion of all processes associated with the loans to ensure applicants receive their project 

cost reimbursement disbursements on a timely basis. 
 
? ? Monitor payback schedules to ensure principal and interest payments are available on a timely 

basis for future year awards as low-interest loans. 
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? ? Make progress inspections of construction sites to verify use of state revolving funds as 
intended. 

 
? ? Monitor the set-aside expenditures to prevent over-expenditure of authorized amounts and 

limits. 
 
? ? Develop and use a DWSRF Information Management System to meet quarterly and annual 

financial and project management report requirements for the federal DWSRF Information 
System, along with other state reporting needs. 

 
? ? Annual reports which show how the state has met its goals and objectives of the past year. 

Such reports will show information on loan recipients, loan amounts, loan terms, project 
categories of eligible cost, and any other loan or project detail deemed important by the state. 

 
? ? Annual audits meeting standards of the General Accounting Office, including auditor? s 

opinions, reports on internal controls, and compliance adherence. 
 

IV.  Schedule for Completing Activities 
 

Each set-aside attachment in the IUP describes the expected outputs and planned timeliness of 
completion.  Administration of the total DWSRF will include annual reporting responsibilities. 

 
V.  Responsibilities of the Implementing Agencies 

 
 The following functions will be required for the DWSRF program administration: 
? ? Administrative Process Management 

Legislation drafting/Rule Making 
Needs Surveys (both for IUP/Priority List & 1999 EPA/States) and accompanying 
summaries 
Priority Lists - development and revisions 
Cap. Grant Appl. incl. IUP & OA 
Filing - projects & other 
Reporting - EEO quarterly & other 
Computer Support (PC's/LAN/GIS/Tracking Program) 

 
? ? Financial Management 

Budgeting 
Accounting 
Cash Flow Projections 
2% Administrative Fee Payments 
Loan Disbursements/Automated Clearinghouse (ACH) 
Principal and Interest Payments 
Annual Reporting Requirements 
SRF Project Audits 
EPA Audit Resolution 
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? ? Project Management 

Technical Assistance, including on-site inspections 
Grants for planning, application preparation 
Pre-application meetings 
Loan Application Review 
Loan Approval & Awards 
Payment Requests 
Project Closeouts 

 
The staff serving Local Government Commission and the Commission ensure that loans are 

awarded to recipients that are not likely to default on state loans.  The Department? s Office of 
Controller and the Information Management Division provide significant guidance to agencies 
establishing data management systems needed for financial and project tracking.  The State Auditor? s 
Office is a party to the three-agency Memorandum of Understanding, in which each party pledges to 
support, and manage reporting systems; facilitate payments and ACH drawdowns at appropriate times; 
and to maintain audit-ready status.  
 
VI.  Success Evaluation Process 
 

Comprehensive evaluation of the accomplishments will be performed for each Annual Report and 
the corresponding Annual Audit.  Measurements for success will focus on continuity of ongoing 
projects and completion of short-term goals.  Evaluation will be ongoing and may involve assistance 
from agencies such as the LGC which currently review participants in DWSRF-supported programs.   
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ATTACHMENT E 
Technical Assistance to Small Water Systems Set-Aside 

 
Introduction 
 

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) has added and continues to add tremendously to the 
responsibilities and workloads of public water system owners/operators.  All areas of water system 
operation are increasing in complexity.  While the water system owner/operator has had to call on the 
State for technical assistance more heavily than ever before, the Public Water Supply Section field staff 
has not increased proportionally.  The result is limited technical assistance available to water systems.  
The first priority for NCPWSS is activity to address threats to public health and compliance problems, 
which calls for technical assistance. 
 
Problem Description 
 

The problem addressed in this proposal is how to provide general technical assistance to all 
public water systems.   Funds through this set-aside are directed to small community, non-transient 
non-community, and transient water systems.  Technical assistance is a component of any field 
positions or activities.  Technical assistance may be provided through direct on-site contact or by 
phone, written correspondence or other communication. 
 

The Environmental Protection Agency has reported that the majority of water treatment systems 
that do not meet minimum compliance standards are those serving populations of 10,000 or less.  Of 
the 2,080 community water systems currently on the inventory in North Carolina, about 95 percent of 
them serve less than 10,000 people and about 90 percent of them serve less than 3,300 people.  These 
small systems have certain characteristics that make compliance difficult without outside assistance.  
For instance, small systems have very small (sometimes part-time) staff, extremely limited financial 
resources, small and widely distributed customer bases, and volunteer governing boards. These 
limitations, coupled with the general aging of system infrastructure, make compliance more and more 
difficult each year, yet compliance with minimum standards is absolutely necessary to assure the health 
of the customer.  These systems need assistance in providing safe water to their communities.  
 

The Public Water Supply Section (NCPWSS) currently provides technical assistance to all public 
water systems through environmental engineering field staff in the seven regional offices of the 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources.  Additional assistance with monitoring compliance 
and rules is provided through the central office in Raleigh.  The NC Rural Water Association 
(NCRWA) also provides technical assistance through circuit riders. 
 

The level of technical assistance being provided by both agencies is inadequate to address new 
requirements continually coming into effect under the Safe Drinking Water Act.  There are also 
approximately 5,100 non-community public water systems subject to regulation.  While in the past 
resource shortages relegated these systems to low priority status, EPA has in recent years made these 
systems a high priority for oversight. Through the 1997 IUP, additional resources were made available 
to support staff for additional technical assistance, both in NCPWSS and NCRWA.  This IUP 
continues support for the positions. 
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Objectives 
 

The PWSS has historically maintained the ability to provide the types of technical assistance 
needed by both community and non-community public water systems to operate in compliance with the 
SDWA and provide safe drinking water.  A list of specific tasks to accomplish this objective was 
developed by the SRF Technical Assistance Committee and is included, along with some new items 
relating to new statutory program requirements.  Some tasks can be accomplished by phone or other 
remote communication.  Technical assistance involving a site visit includes as a minimum the following 
steps for NCPWSS employees. 
 
1. Contact with water system owner/operator to discuss the exact nature of the assistance needed. 
 
2. Review of existing files and data records to check compliance status and history of problems or 

complaints. 
 
3. Site visit with owner and/or operator to evaluate problem or assistance needed. 
 
4. Recommend corrective action or provide hands-on assistance if needed. 
 
5. Document site visit and prepare a summary of technical assistance for the owner and the system 

file. 
 
6. Prepare correspondence to the owner/operator if needed. 
 
7. Conduct follow-up visit if needed to verify resolution of problem. 
 
The objective of the contract with NCRWA is to provide technical assistance to small water systems 
for the following types of problems. 
 
1. Compliance and Treatment-- interpreting SDWA rules, understanding monitoring requirements, 

understanding treatment requirements and techniques. 
 
2. Operation and Maintenance-- periodic training on proper operation and maintenance of 

treatment equipment, pumps, motors, pipes, valves, fire hydrants, and meters, and on water 
conservation, including leak detection. 

 
3.  Management techniques-- training and assistance in preparing budgets, performing rate studies, 

adopting water use rules and regulations, and in long-term financial planning to ensure the long- 
term financial needs of the system will be met. 

 
For the NCRWA contract, one short-term measurable goal can be returning systems to compliance 
because they have obtained the knowledge to comply with regulations.  Many of the benefits to the 
systems will be long-term in scope.  Through greater knowledge and improved management and 
operational skills, systems will be able to improve their compliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act 
and improve the quality of water served to their citizens.  The primary measure will be the number  
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of systems provided technical assistance, the hours of assistance provided, and the number of systems 
where problems are resolved. 
 
1. Provide on-site technical assistance to public water systems regarding monitoring requirements, 

SDWA rule implementation, proper treatment techniques, and dealing with MCL violations. 
 
2. Provide on-site technical assistance regarding operation and maintenance of pumps, motors, 

filters, chemical feed systems, chemical dosing, tanks, pipes, valves, hydrants, and meters, and on 
leak detection and distribution maintenance. 

 
3. Provide on-site technical assistance regarding management practices including the following 

areas: budgeting, writing and adopting rules and regulations, rate studies, and making long range 
financial plans for infrastructure upgrades. 

 
Methods 
 

The PWSS and NCRWA will provide needed technical assistance. 
 

The PWSS will serve as the lead agency to coordinate all technical assistance activities under this 
grant.  This will avoid duplication and ensure that efforts are directed to the greatest public health 
needs under the SDWA.  Specific tasks and levels of performance will be developed and agreed upon.  
Compliance or regulatory interpretations should be made by the PWSS.  The PWSS should be 
consulted concerning all incidents of MCL violations and health risk determinations. 
 

The PWSS currently provides technical assistance for most of the tasks on the list developed by 
the Technical Assistance Committee.  NCPWSS has expanded the level of technical assistance for all 
items except tasks #15 and 20, these being more pertinent to the NCRWA and the Division of Water 
Resources.  Technical assistance to non-community water systems has historically been very limited 
and has received the greatest increase in attention. 
 

Under Technical Assistance to Small Water Systems, this set-aside will provide continued 
support to four full time permanent positions: three Environmental Technician IV? s in the regional 
offices of NCPWSS and one circuit rider through contract with the NCRWA.  Additional staff will 
conduct the same activities, but will be funded through the State Program Management Set-Aside.  
This funding allows an increase in the ratio of field staff to water systems and will also allow field staff 
to devote more time to technical assistance.  Following is a detailed specification of each technical 
assistance task. 

 
1. Investigate MCL violations and identify corrective actions.   This is one of the highest priority 

items of the PWSS field staff.  A higher staff to system ratio will allow staff to provide more 
hands-on assistance with activities such as disinfection, which is particularly needed with non-
community systems. 

 
2. Investigate and evaluate system malfunctions or operational problems and advise regarding 

corrective actions.  This assistance requires field staff with a high level of technical engineering 
capabilities. 
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3. Inspect systems for compliance with required design standards and advise regarding needed 
modifications.   Although this is usually done as part of a sanitary survey, it often requires extra 
field time and is intended and accepted by most water systems as technical assistance rather than 
regulatory activity. 

 
4 . Interpret sample results and advise regarding health risk.   It is extremely important that sample 

results are examined by well qualified staff who can make accurate health risk assessments.  
PWSS staff are trained in this area and have direct access to epidemiologists when needed. 

 
5. Interpret and advise concerning regulatory requirements.  PWSS should interpret regulatory  

requirements, determining the proper level of authority and explaining legal issues. 
 
6. Assist with sample siting plans.   Assistance can be provided by phone or on site for any type of 

sampling preparation. 
 
7. Advise concerning monitoring requirements. This is a frequent request and information can 

usually be found quickly through the PWSS computer system. 
 
8. Advise concerning variances, exemptions and waivers.  The PWSS is taking maximum advantage 

of its flexibility regarding waivers and exemptions.  Keeping up to date on these mechanisms is a 
priority for field staff. 

 
9. Advise concerning treatment needs and treatment system evaluations.  This is a large area of 

concern involving all types of treatment from chlorinators to full conventional water filtration 
plants.  Water Treatment Plant Consultants are assigned to each region to provide this type of 
assistance.  Increased technical engineering staff will allow staff to provide more hands-on 
technical assistance to water treatment plants, leading to improved water quality.  Technical staff 
must be highly qualified to provide this kind of assistance. 

 
10. Conduct hydrogeological investigations and evaluations of surface water influence on 

groundwater.  The Surface Water Treatment Rule requires that all non-community wells/springs 
be evaluated for surface water influence by 1999.  Based on experience with recently completed 
community water system evaluations, many non-community systems are expected to need 
assistance with evaluations and corrective modifications.  Solutions will be particularly difficult 
in many non-community situations due to site constraints, etc.  Existing field staff do not have 
sufficient time to address these needs. 

 
11. Investigate complaints regarding water quality or pressure problems and advise concerning 

corrective action needed.  Many of the complaints received by the PWSS from the consuming 
public are about poor water quality or low water pressure.  Determining the exact cause of the 
problem and recommending corrective action requires field staff highly qualified in water 
chemistry/bacteriology and environmental engineering.  Additional technical staff will enable 
PWSS to provide this service to non-community water systems, as well as devote more time to 
community system complaints.  This area has suffered dramatically from the program funding 
shortfalls. 
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12. Provide emergency response to water outages or other serious conditions.   PWSS field staff are 
on call at all times to respond to emergency situations involving water contamination, outages, 
chemical spills, etc.  By participating in the State Emergency Response Plan and routine disaster 
drills, the PWSS is always prepared to respond quickly. 

 
13. Investigate and advise concerning source water contamination and water source selection. PWSS 

field staff are generally familiar with most streams and reservoirs in the region.  They are able to 
advise engineers and units of government about appropriate sources and assist with source 
selection. They are knowledgeable about most contaminants and are accustomed to sampling and 
determining health risks.  Source approvals are issued by PWSS.  The Groundwater Section in 
the Division of Water Quality and the Division of Water Resources may also provide assistance 
during site selection.  DWR assists systems in evaluating safe yields, impacts on other water 
users, and minimum flow requirements.  

 
14. Train operators and provide hands-on assistance when needed.  PWSS field staff, particularly 

water plant consultants, spend a great deal of their time working with operators and in difficult 
situations actually provide effective hands-on assistance and training. This type of ? on-the-job" 
training could be provided more often with additional staff. 

 
15. Assist with water loss/leak detection.  This work is done primarily by the NCRWA and Division 

of Water Resources. 
 
16. Advise concerning well renovations.  Well and well head construction are routinely inspected and 

improvements recommended by PWSS field staff.  More recently, in conjunction with surface 
water influence determinations, hydrogeological evaluations have become more complex and 
require better qualified staff. 

 
17. Advise concerning engineering design/service.  In cases where plan submission is not required, 

PWSS engineering staff often make system design recommendations.  This expedites 
improvements and results in more effective public health protection. 

 
18. Assist in preparation of water shortage response plans.  Many county and municipal water 

systems have back-up water sources that may be used only under advisement of the PWSS staff. 
These plans require judgment decisions which should be confirmed by the primacy agency.  The 
DWR assists local governments in developing water shortage and drought response plans as 
well. 

 
19. Assist in preparation of water supply plans.  Water supply plans are received, reviewed, and 

approved by the DWR, with comments from the PWSS.  Extensive assistance is provided by 
DWR to local government water systems during plan development.  

 
20. Assist with water meter sizing and testing.  These services are provided by the NCRWA. 
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21. Assist in the Preparation of Desk Top Studies.  All Desk Top Studies for lead and copper are 
evaluated by the PWSS.  Many water systems also receive assistance from PWSS by phone, 
through workshops, or onsite in the preparation of these studies. 

 
22. Assist in setting up pilot studies.  All pilot studies are conducted with assistance from the PWSS. 

 These are becoming more common with recent new SDWA requirements. 
 
23. Provide assistance for Loan and Grant administration.   The Loans and Grants Unit of the PWSS 

administers loans and grants for public water systems.  Field staff help rank projects for funding 
priority and evaluate completed projects. 

 
24. Provide assistance for capacity development activities.  PWSS will need to assist water systems 

in responding to capacity development requirements.  PWSS will support systems applying for 
SRF loans, and help systems determine whether or not they meet capacity development 
requirements.  Help will be needed for systems not meeting the requirements. 

 
25. Provide trainers for operator training schools.  PWSS staff have been and will continue to be 

actively involved in volunteer operator training programs through annual schools.  NCRWA 
participates as well.  North Carolina’s volunteer network is critical for training operators. The 
new SDWA amendments intensify the need for trainers.  

 
26. Provide assistance for wellhead protection and source water protection.  Field staff will assist in 

the development of wellhead protection plans.  The regional office staff will also be involved 
with training efforts in this regard, such as workshops. The regional staff will be the first line for 
enforcing existing regulations regarding new well location with respect to existing and potential 
sources of contamination and for contacting appropriate agencies when groundwater 
contaminants are identified. 

 
27. Provide technical assistance and support to transient water systems.  Field staff will conduct the 

following activities for transient systems: on-site technical assistance and consultation; TNC 
inventory updates; contamination follow-up, including assisting in public notice requirements; 
sanitary surveys; issue boil water notices; and group training.  

 
The NCWRA has created and filled one full-time circuit rider position through this set-aside. The 
circuit rider will provide a minimum of 420 technical assistance on-site visits per year.  The visits will 
be initiated by routine calls, requests by systems, and referrals by the primacy agency.  The technical 
assistance will be provided in the following categories to address specific needs. 
 
Compliance & Treatment 
 
? ? Assist in identifying corrective action for MCL violations, system malfunctions, and operational 

problems. 
? ? Assist with sample siting plans. 
? ? Advise concerning monitoring requirements. 
? ? Evaluate treatment systems and treatment needs. 
? ? Desktop studies. 
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Operation & Maintenance 
? ? Investigate complaints of water quality or pressure problems. 
? ? Provide assistance in emergency response to water outages or other serious conditions. 
? ? Provide assistance with water loss and leak detection problems. 
? ? Water meter sizing and testing. 
 
Management 
? ? Water shortage response plans. 
? ? Water supply plans. 
? ? Rate studies. 
? ? Budgeting. 
? ? Consumer Confidence Reports. 
 
Finance 
? ? Assistance with loan and grant acquisition. 
 
Outreach Materials 
? ? As needed, technical and educational publications to the small water systems.  
   
Cost 
 

The full two percent available to set aside from the capitalization grant is sought.  The total 
available is $ 280,148 for technical assistance to small water systems. 
 
Public Water Supply Section 
 

Four of the positions funded initially through this set-aside were moved to State Program 
Management set-aside because of reduced funding in subsequent years.  The cost for continued 
support for the three positions in NCPWSS that remain is $196,748 for salary and benefits, plus travel 
expenses, equipment, supplies, rent, phones, printing, and operational support.  Only inflationary yearly 
cost increases are anticipated. 
 
North Carolina Rural Water Association 
 

A total of $83,400 will be used to contract the technical assistance services of the NCRWA. This 
will cover one circuit rider and support expenses. 
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Salary         $ 33,300.00 
Fringe Benefits        $ 10,000.00 
Travel         $ 20,500.00 
Telephone        $   2,100.00 
Training Manuals       $   2,100.00 
Equipment (computer, software, leak detectors, test kits, etc.) $   1,600.00 
Administrative(office space, postage, printing, office supplies,  $ 13,800.00 
  accounting, indirect costs, etc.)   
  
Total          $ 83,400.00 
 
Schedule 
 
  Technical Assistance is an ongoing activity.  Work under this set-aside is currently under way. 
Continued funding for these field positions will enable PWS to provide on-site technical assistance as 
necessary to small water systems. 
 
Evaluation of Work 
 

NCRWA will be evaluated in the completion of the onsite technical visits and adherence to the 
terms of the contract described in this Section.  NCPWSS work will be evaluated in terms of the visits 
and inspections performed by the employees through the State Supervision Grant Workplan. 
 
Summary 
 

The new SDWA has added many new requirements to water system operation, causing owners/ 
operators to need more technical assistance.  These technical assistance activities will improve SDWA 
compliance, and assist the small systems in improving their service to the citizens of the state.  The 
NCPWSS will use field staff, along with services through NCRWA, to provide the additional technical 
assistance needed by public water systems.  This technical assistance will be ongoing.  Only three of 
the seven technicians initially hired continue to be funded through this set-aside.  
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ATTACHMENT F 
State Program Management Set-Aside 

 
Introduction 
 

From the inception of the Safe Drinking Water Act in 1974, the very small transient water 
systems have been a concern of Congress, which recognized the need for regulation of these systems 
to protect public health.  For states with large numbers of transient systems such as North Carolina, 
funding was not provided to adequately address these systems.  For years North Carolina implemented 
its drinking water program in accordance with the Priorities Guidance from EPA, which focused 
limited program resources on the most significant issues.  The set-aside for administration of the public 
water supply supervision program now provides North Carolina with the opportunity to initiate much 
needed enforcement and oversight of transient systems.  The following items provide some history of 
the progress North Carolina had made with the regulation of transient systems. 
 
? ? Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) of 1974 and State Regulations:  Required regulation and  
 testing of non-community systems. 
? ? Boney, Wiggins, Rimer firm contracted to provide public water system inventory in mid 1970s. 
? ? Contract with county health departments to update non-community inventory in early 1980s. 
? ? Low priority item on Public Water Supply Section  (NCPWSS) work plan for regulatory  
 activities. 
? ? Not enough NCPWSS staff to oversee and regulate transient systems. 
? ? Recent efforts to increase legislative funding for additional staff to work with non-community 

systems were unsuccessful. 
? ? 1996 SDWA amendments allow for the use of SRF set-aside funds toward transient systems. 
? ? The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) cut state allocation of supervision grant because of 

transient non-community (TNC) inventory inadequacies. 
? ? During 1998 EPA required full regulation of TNC systems. 
? ? In March 1998, EPA approved North Carolina? s FY97 IUP, including funding for new positions 

to manage and regulate transient systems. 
? ? New positions for transient systems work resulted in compliance rates above the national average 

for transient systems in North Carolina for FY2000. 
 
Problem Description 
 
 EPA demands full regulation of TNC water systems.  Through the DWSRF, NCPWSS has added 
staff to address this huge need, although staffing has still not been sufficient to resolve problems 
discovered from the water monitoring.  Public health is compromised for TNC system users, in that 
some systems have not yet begun sampling and other systems cannot get assistance with contamination 
correction. 
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Key Issues to be Addressed    
 
? ? Maintenance of TNC inventory. 
? ? Continuing collection of GPS latitude and longitude readings for all TNC systems. 
? ? Repeat sanitary surveys for TNC systems every five years. 
? ? Compliance and enforcement work including automated violation generation for MCL? s and 

monitoring failures. 
? ? Follow-up actions to contamination and issuance of boil notices. 
? ? Provide technical assistance. 
? ? Staff training. 
 
Summary of Related Ongoing Activities 
 
 The Public Water Supply Section recruited staff to manage and implement the transient water 
system program.  NCPWS has been very busy performing inspections, verifying GPS coordinates and 
well information, contacting the owners and operators of these systems, and working with the 
commercial laboratories to provide services for these systems.  NCPWS continues to notify TNC 
systems about testing requirements and water system ownership responsibilities.  Telephone support 
and on site assistance with contamination problems is provided as needed.   Enforcement actions are 
taken against transient systems that fail to comply with the monitoring requirements. 
 
Objectives 
 
 Funding for the regulation of TNC water systems allows more effective protection of public 
health through increased monitoring and surveillance, more extensive follow-ups to contamination, 
technical assistance, and better overall communications.  The State hopes to continue to meet all EPA 
requirements for inventory and regulatory oversight of the TNC water systems, thereby preventing any 
additional loss of EPA funding in future grant calculations.   While it is believed that there are 
additional transient systems in the state that staff have been either unable to locate or to contact, 
resources can only address known systems. 
 
Measurements of Success 
 
? ? Number of verified systems on inventory. 
? ? Number of new systems added. 
? ? Number of systems complying with testing requirements. 
? ? Number of sanitary surveys completed. 
? ? Percentage of samples testing positive over time. 
? ? Number of systems collecting samples.  
 
Methods 
 
 The transient system compliance unit will maintain an updated inventory and will oversee 
regulation of these systems.  Programs will involve central and field office staff and possible contracts 
with others.  Duties in the central office include: inventory coordination and updating, compliance 
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 and enforcement activities, and development and oversight of related computer systems. Regional 
office duties include providing on-site technical assistance, providing TNC inventory updates, 
conducting site visits and consultations as follow-ups to contamination, performing sanitary surveys, 
performing GWUDI (groundwater under the direct influence of surface water) determinations, issuing 
boil water notices, assisting in public notice of contamination, and providing training if necessary. 
 
 In addition, some of the funding from this set-aside account will go to support general technical 
assistance activities as described in Attachment E.  More technical assistance activity needs were 
identified within the technical assistance category than there are technical assistance category dollars to 
address.  Therefore, this set-aside category may also be used to fund additional technical assistance 
activities as defined in Attachment E.  
 
Cost 
 
 The total set-aside for general state supervision activities within the State Program Functions set-
aside is $1,179,040.  The money from this set-aside is being used to continue the work begun as a 
result of the FY 1997 IUP and to address other program concerns.  Funds will be used to continue 
support for an Engineer II and an Engineering Technician V to manage transient systems; and for a 
Processing Assistant V, a Data Entry Specialist, and an Application Analyst Programmer for the 
increased information handling in the central office.  These funds also will be used to support a 
Temporary Office Assistant and a Temporary Engineer to provide general support to the PWSS 
program.  In the field offices to provide help for transient systems, other small systems needing general 
technical assistance, and to assist with new initiatives such as capacity development, 6 Engineering 
Technician IV? s, 2 Environmental Engineer I? s, and a Water Plant Consultant will need continuing 
support.  This IUP adds a Computing Consultant II.  In addition, these funds will provide for printing, 
postage, travel expenses, laboratory services, water test kits, supplies, computer equipment, telephone 
expenses, office furniture, training expenses and office rent. 
 
Schedule 
 
 The recruitment and training of new employees has been completed except where staff turn over 
has occurred.  Initial sanitary surveys for transient systems were due by June 29, 1999, with repeat 
surveys due at least every 10 years.  Greater than ninety-five percent verification of the TNC inventory 
was submitted by that time.  Monitoring violation notifications and enforcements are being issued. 
GWUDI determinations for systems without treatment are being made as systems submit their 
monitoring results. The numbers of monitoring systems increases every quarter. 
 
Evaluation of Work 
 
 The evaluation of the work performed under this set-aside should be approached in terms of the 
success measurements listed under the Objectives.  The three most important measures are the 
percentage of verified TNC systems on inventory, the percentage of TNC systems complying with 
routine monitoring, and the percentage of TNC systems with current sanitary surveys. 
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Summary 
 
 Funding for the TNC program provides for better protection of the public health by identifying 
and correcting contamination problems that cause sickness or create stress for the consuming public.  
EPA has increased its emphasis on TNC system enforcement and now insists that these systems 
perform the necessary testing to protect public health. 
 
 The plan to regulate the TNC systems provides the bare minimum permanent staff necessary to 
maintain the program.  There is also a need to perform source water delineation and assessments and 
to obtain well coordinates for use with statewide geographical information systems.  These activities 
may be best performed through contracts with private firms, universities, or other agencies with 
specialized expertise.  
 
 The necessary costs for regulation of the TNC systems is divided between this set-aside category, 
the technical assistance set-aside category, and the wellhead protection set-aside category, although 
the program is coordinated in one branch of the Public Water Supply Section. 
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ATTACHMENT G 
State Program Management Set-Aside 

Source Water Protection 
 
Introduction 
 
 The 1996 Safe Drinking Water Act amendments establish a strong new emphasis on preventing 
contamination problems and direct states to develop and implement source water assessment and 
protection programs.  The protection of present and future surface water sources as high quality 
supplies is greatly affected by the land use in the watersheds and well head areas. 
 
Description of the problem 
 
 There is no individual or agency solely responsible for source water protection efforts. Activities 
are conducted in the Division of Environmental Health’s Public Water Supply Section and the Division 
of Water Quality’s Water Quality and Groundwater Sections.  Other agencies collect data pertinent to 
source water protection as well.  Continued funding for a position to coordinate activities and to 
ensure that new EPA requirements are met is desired. 
 
Objectives 
 
 The objective is to supply adequate resources for the PWSS to develop a coordinated state 
source water assessment and ultimately, protection program, integrating activities that are already 
being conducted in various agencies.  This program will then be able to use the knowledge and 
experience gained to implement appropriate local source water protection strategies.  
 
Methods 
 
 This set-aside will continue to fund one position in the Public Water Supply Section to 
coordinate source water protection activities on a permanent basis.  The position will work with DWQ 
and PWSS, as well as other agencies, to help optimize respective activities and respond to EPA 
mandates.  This position will serve as the source water program engineer and team leader for source 
water protection efforts in the PWSS.  The position is responsible for developing, implementing, and 
managing a source water petition program and monitoring waiver program.  The position will 
coordinate work to develop a source water protection program, including coordination with 
delineation and assessment activities (separate set-aside in FY97 IUP) and contract management. 
Existing data and work will be used toward this goal.  
 
Cost 
 
 The third-year cost for the program is $62,000 for twelve months of salary and fringe benefits for 
an Environmental Engineer II position.  Operating expenses for this position will be paid from the 
State Program Management Set-Aside (Attachment F). 
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Schedule for Completing Activities  
 
 Source water protection is an ongoing activity.  Continued funding for this position will enable 
PWSS to develop and implement local source water protection strategies.  To complete the activities 
required this position will be funded on a permanent basis.  
 
Evaluation of Work 
 
 For the FY00 set-aside, much of the work performed by this position will be related to source 
water assessment activities and conceptual development of local source water protection strategies. In 
future years, work will shift to implementation and management of source water protection activities.  
Conceptual source water protection strategies and incentives will be discussed with the Technical and 
Citizens Advisory Committee that assisted the state in the development of the Source Water 
Assessment Program (SWAP) Plan.  The success of the work will be assessed in terms of the extent to 
which the Advisory Committee is able to support developed strategies.   
 
Summary 
 
  The technical assistance aspects of source water protection require the support of the Division of 
Water Quality, Division of Land Resources, the Public Water Supply Section, local governments, 
private water purveyors, and other agencies and organizations.  During the period covered by the 
FY97 and FY98 set-asides, significant cooperation between state agencies and stakeholders 
represented by the Technical and Citizens Advisory Committee was realized in the development of the 
SWAP Plan.  The Environmental Engineer position will allow the PWSS to continue working to 
improve coordination and integration of source water assessment and protection efforts in the state.  
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ATTACHMENT H 
State Program Management Set-Aside 

Capacity Development 
  
Introduction  
 
 The increased costs for meeting the requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)  
Amendments of 1986 created frustration and concern among small community and non-transient non-
community public water systems.  The problem was so widespread that it became known as “the small 
system problem.”  This frustration and concern led to provisions for capacity development in the 1996 
amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act.  
 
 A viable water system has been defined as one that (1) is self-sustaining; (2) has the commitment; 
and (3) has the financial, managerial, and technical capability to reliably meet performance 
requirements on a long-term basis.  Viability refers to not only the current status of a water system, but 
its future.  The focus is on helping systems determine what it will take--what capacity they require--to 
meet the challenges of a changing operating environment.  Capacity development places a positive 
emphasis on improving the capabilities of small water systems. 
 
 The issue of affordability is inherent in all elements of any approach to addressing capacity.  The 
1996 SDWA amendments legitimize, for the first time, an explicit and direct focus on affordability. 
 
Project Description 
 
Problem Statement: 
 
 The 1996 Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments require states to develop and implement a 
capacity development strategy.  The state is central to helping public water systems improve their 
operations through capacity development programs.  According to the amendments, state capacity 
development programs must contain two main components: 
 
1. Legal authority to ensure that new water systems have sufficient technical, managerial, 

and financial capacity to meet drinking water standards, and  
 
2. A strategy to identify and assist existing water systems needing improvements to 

technical, managerial, and financial capacity, or aid to comply with the standards. 
 
Key Issues: 
 

1. North Carolina is required to develop and implement a capacity development program. The 
1996 Safe Drinking Water Act Amendments required states to demonstrate authority by 
October 1, 1999, to ensure that new community and non-transient non-community water 
systems have the technical, financial, and managerial capacity to meet National Primary 
Drinking Water Regulations.   North Carolina’s demonstration of adequate authority was 
approved by EPA in a letter dated September 21, 1999.  Failure to obtain this approval would 
have resulted in a 20 percent withholding of the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund  
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          allotment the State was otherwise entitled to received. [1420(a)] Sec.119.   The status report 
           to the Governor is due August 2001. 
 

Capacity development is critical to a system’s ability to obtain funds from the State Revolving 
Fund. Systems that are in significant noncompliance or lack technical, financial and managerial 
capacity to ensure compliance may not receive Drinking Water State Revolving Fund assistance 
unless the assistance will ensure compliance.  When a system lacks capacity, the system must 
agree to make appropriate changes, as the state deems necessary, to ensure capacity. 
[1452(a)(3)] Sec. 130. 

 
2. Existing community and non-transient non-community water systems need assistance to improve 

performance and compliance.  Improving capacity is directly related to improvements in 
performance and compliance.  Providing technical assistance and gathering relevant data on 
existing systems for analysis should occur concurrently with program development. Data 
gathered should guide program development. 

 
By August 6, 1997, states prepared and submitted to EPA a list of community and non-transient 
non-community water systems that had a history of significant noncompliance, and the reasons 
for noncompliance.  States must report to EPA by August 6, 2001 on the success of efforts to 
assist small systems in improving capacity. [1420(b)] Sec.119. 

 
3. New community and non-transient non-community water systems need to know the operational 

and cost requirements associated with being a public water system.  Providing technical 
assistance for new systems should occur concurrently with program development to aid new 
systems in compliance planning.  Without this assistance, the proliferation of new noncompliant 
systems will persist. 

 
Objectives  
 
1. Oversee development and implementation of a capacity development program to ensure that 

program objectives are met through efficient, effective and appropriate methods. 
 
2. Identify community and non-transient non-community water systems which have a history of 

significant noncompliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act and the North Carolina Drinking  
 Water Act and which have an immediate need for assistance. 
 
3. Provide operational and cost planning consultation to proposed new community and non-

transient non-community systems to ensure consistent and efficient provision of  service. 
 
4. Provide the required reporting to EPA and the North Carolina Governor. 
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Methods for Reaching Objectives 
 
1. Continue to fund the position in the Public Water Supply Section for a capacity development 

program manager to lead the development and implementation of a capacity development 
program meeting the requirements of [1420(c)] Sec. 119.  Implement procedures and review 
submitted Water System Management Plans, technical plans, and loan documents as required by 
the revised “Rules Governing Public Water Systems” (effective October 1, 1999).  These revised 
rules require new community and non-transient non-community water systems to demonstrate 
that they have the technical, financial, and managerial capacity to meet the National Primary 
Drinking Water Regulations.   

  
2. Compile and analyze historical and current data on community and non-transient non-community 

water system noncompliance. This will involve searching existing databases and records for 
systems with current and previous monitoring and maximum contaminant level violations, and 
coordinating with regional offices to identify systems with physical deficiencies, which result in 
non-compliance.   Emphasis will be on analyzing data for causes and factors contributing to the 
various categories of non-compliance.   An assistance response plan for each category of 
consultation needs should be developed ultimately.  

 
3. Develop a procedure to identify proposed new community and non-transient non-community 

water systems in their planning and development phases.  Provide informational literature in a 
simple understandable format to new systems to aid with compliance planning.  This literature 
should include information on monitoring, reporting, treatment, operation and maintenance 
requirements and their associated costs.   

  
Proposal Cost 
 
 The set-aside for capacity development provides continuing funding for a program manager. 
Some of the field activities and assistance for systems developing technical, financial, and managerial 
capacity are incorporated into the state program management set-aside in Attachment F.  The technical 
assistance parts of capacity development will also be supported by the Technical Assistance set-aside 
in Attachments C and D.  The cost for this set-aside is $62,000 for twelve months of salary and fringe 
benefits for an Environmental Engineer II position.  Operating expenses for this position will be paid 
from the State Program Management Set-Aside (Attachment F). 
 
Schedule for Completing Activities 
 
 Development of a capacity development program and provision of required technical assistance 
are ongoing activities.  By October 1, 1999 the state had in place new and revised rules to ensure that 
all new community and new non-transient, non-community water systems commencing operation after 
October 1, 1999, demonstrate technical, managerial, and financial capacity.  By August 6, 2000 the 
state developed and began implementation  of a strategy to assist existing public water supply systems 
in acquiring and maintaining capacity to comply with the SDWA.    
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Evaluation of Work 
 
 The effectiveness of North Carolina’s program to establish capacity development authority will 
be evaluated based on the ability of new and expanding systems to demonstrate technical, managerial, 
and financial capacity with respect to the “Rules Governing Public Water Systems.”   This will be 
documented in the required reports submitted to EPA. 
  
Summary 
 
 A system that does not have the technical, managerial, and financial capability to ensure 
compliance with drinking water regulations cannot receive funding from the state revolving loan fund 
unless the system agrees to take actions necessary to ensure that it develops such capability.  
 
  This program established a program manager position who directs and oversees the development 
and implementation of the program.   
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ATTACHMENT I 
State Program Management Set-Aside 

Operator Training 
 
Introduction 
 
  The State of North Carolina has approximately 3,300 certified water system operators holding 
5,500 certifications.  The operator certification program in North Carolina has been mandated by 
general statutes for over 20 years.  Because North Carolina does not have a formally designated 
training center for operations personnel, operators have been trained through four 
organizations/agencies.  These agencies have worked cooperatively, in a concerted effort to train the 
water operators of North Carolina.  Their collaborative mission is not only to educate but to promote 
high standards for and elevate the status of all waterworks professionals.  These four agencies work 
cooperatively to provide needed training for the waterworks industry in North Carolina.  These four 
organizations/agencies include: 
 
  The North Carolina Waterworks Operators Association - Founded in 1939, this association has 
approximately 1,400 members statewide.  Its five sections hold quarterly educational meetings for 
operators and sponsor two operator training schools annually.  These schools are mandatory for 
operators who are trying to become certified or advance in their certification.  A one-day seminar is 
held in conjunction with one of these schools to provide professional development and continuing 
education for advanced operators.  Numerous training classes are sponsored throughout the year for 
operators to develop their skills and to grow professionally. 
 
  The North Carolina Rural Water Association - This 25-year old non-profit association has almost 
750 members in North Carolina.  Its mission is to provide training and technical assistance to small and 
rural water systems in the state.  It provides organized training activities for operators of small systems 
through one-day  seminars on relevant topics throughout the state.  This association also holds a two-
day conference that provides an opportunity for operators to acquire continuing education and 
professional development.  
 
  The North Carolina Section of the American Water Works Association - This non-profit 
association has 1,200 members in North Carolina and is 80 years old.  It provides training schools for 
distribution, meter technicians, and backflow/cross connection personnel as well as specialty seminars 
on other water treatment related topics.  It also sponsors an annual conference that provides operators 
an additional 2 ?  days of continuing education and professional development. 
 
  The Public Water Supply Section of the Division of Environmental Health - This state agency 
oversees the public water supply program in North Carolina, including the operators certification 
program.  It works cooperatively with the organizations listed above to provide training that is 
consistent with the goals of the division and the needs of the industry. It also sponsors one-day 
seminars and workshops for operators. 
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Problem Description 
 
  The problem to be addressed is how to coordinate the training, certification and recertification of 
water system operators.  The training schools and continuing education opportunities for water system 
operators are currently provided by the four agencies listed in the introduction. Certification schools 
are taught exclusively through volunteer efforts.  When the North Carolina Water Treatment Facility 
Operators Certification Board adopted rules to establish continuing education for operators, the 
demand for continuing education opportunities increased dramatically.  While the efforts of volunteers 
are significant,  a full-time administrator is needed to coordinate training events, register attendees, 
publish schedules and training materials, and keep records on the continuing education of certified 
operators. 
 
  This program helps operators meet certification guidelines established by the Safe Drinking 
Water Act.  Failure to continue this program could lead to disapproval of the current certification 
program by EPA and the loss of 20 percent of the Drinking Water SRF funds allocated to the State of 
North Carolina. 
 
Objectives 
 
  The objectives of this project are to provide for training and continuing education to water 
system operators.  Through training, operators become better prepared to meet the requirements of the 
Safe Drinking Water Act.  This project provides continued support for a registrar position to 
coordinate training activities, publish a newsletter and training schedule, register operators for the 
schools, and keep records on the continuing education hours completed by operators.  These 
objectives will continue to be met by providing the continued funding for this position to the North 
Carolina Waterworks Operators Association. 
 
Methods 
 
  The training and educational programs for water system operators are developed by the four 
agencies listed above, which work cooperatively with the Certification Board.  The registrar 
coordinates the activities of the four organizations in developing  a yearly training calendar that is 
published and supplied to operators in the form of a newsletter brochure.  The registrar position 
provides the administration, evaluation, and record keeping for the two NCWOA operator training 
schools.  This includes school brochure preparation and mailing; coordination of mailing lists; receipt 
of fees and school applications; review of applications; deposits and tracking of training expenses; 
coordination of classroom facilities, audio-visual equipment and breaks; preparation of registration 
packages; coordination of registration desk; printing of training materials; tracking of attendance; and 
record keeping of contact hours completed.  In addition the registrar will keep records on the 
continuing education hours completed by operators attending the seminars, workshops, and 
conferences of the other three organizations and will coordinate these activities.   
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Cost 
 
  The cost for this work includes those associated with a full-time registrar position to administer, 
evaluate, and keep records for the training program.  Additional costs include publication and mailing 
expenses for an annual training brochure with calendar that goes to all certified operators, including 
distribution system operators; expenses for a quarterly newsletter to publicize training activities; 
publication expenses for school brochures and training materials for NCWOA schools; and printing 
costs for certificates of attendance for all training events.  These costs reflect an increase from last year 
for inflation and the addition of distribution system operators to the mail distribution list. 
 
Annual Cost 
Base Salary     $36,050.00 
Fringe (taxes and insurance)   $  7,210.00 
Travel      $  8,000.00 
Rent/office space    $  4,940.00 
Other support     $  6,500.00 
Administrative (calendar, newsletter, print.)  $35,000.00 
 
Total Cost     $97,700.00 
 
Schedule for Completing Activities 
 
  Operator training is a continuing program.  The registrar has been hired and the contract will be 
renewed for an additional year under this agreement.  A newsletter and training calendar were 
published in December 1998, four times in 1999, four times in 2000, and will be published on at least 
four occasions in 2001.  Forty-eight training events or meetings were listed on the training calendar for 
2000 when it was published in November.  The Certification Board is receiving periodic updates on the 
training status of operators. 
 
Evaluation of Work 
 
  The operator training work performed under contract with NCWOA is evaluated annually at the 
time of contract renewal to determine if the terms of the contact have been met and to adjust the work 
required or the contract vendor if necessary.  The summary of activities is reported with the monthly 
invoice. 
 
Summary 
 
  The North Carolina Waterworks Operators Association, the North Carolina Rural Water
Association, the North Carolina Section of the American Water Works Association, and Public Water 
Supply Section of the Division of Environmental Health believe that training, certification and 
recertification of operators is vital to the protection of the public health in the treatment and delivery of 
safe drinking water.  The training and recertification of operators is included in the State Program 
Management Category for set-asides in the Safe Drinking Water Act.  The Act acknowledges the 
importance of certified and competent operators, calling for national standards in certification and  
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allowing the EPA to withhold 20 percent of a state’s allotment if its certification program is 
inadequate.  While the North Carolina program has always been strong, it is imperative that the state 
continue to provide quality training for operator certification and continuing education. 
 
  The four aforementioned organizations have worked cooperatively in the past to provide training 
for operators.  The level of training needs to be expanded to provide continuing education to meet the 
mandatory requirements.  The training opportunities can best be sustained and expanded by allowing 
these organizations to continue to work together with coordination by a central full-time registrar. 
Drawing on the resources and expertise of the organizations’ members, the operators of North 
Carolina can get the requisite training and knowledge to protect the public health and comply with the 
Safe Drinking Water Act. 
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ATTACHMENT J 
Local Programs and Other Assistance Set-Aside 

Wellhead Protection 
 
Introduction  
 
 Groundwater is one of North Carolina’s most important resources.  Over half of the state’s 
population relies on groundwater from private and public wells for drinking water and other residential 
uses.  About 1.75 million people obtain all or part of their drinking water from one of approximately 
2,700 community and non-transient, non-community public water supply wells across the state.  Of 
these public water systems, approximately 525 are local government owned.  The remainder are owned 
by non-profit water corporations, homeowner associations, sanitary districts, private individuals, for-
profit water companies, and other entities. 
 
 This groundwater resource, so heavily relied upon, must be protected in the interest of public 
health.  Groundwater is susceptible to pollution both on and below the land surface.  Groundwater 
contamination would threaten many of our public water systems.  North Carolina must actively guard 
against potential pollution of its groundwater.    
 
 State and local agencies already play a role in wellhead protection despite the absence of a 
mandated local Wellhead Protection  (WHP) program.  Such agencies include: within the Department 
of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR), the Division of Water Quality (DWQ), the Division 
of Environmental Health (DEH), the Division of Water Resources (DWR), and the Division of Waste 
Management (DWM); in the Department of Health and Human Services, the Division of 
Epidemiology; and in the Department of Agriculture, the Pesticide Section.  Boards and Commissions 
involved include the Environmental Management Commission, the Commission for Health Services, 
and the Pesticide Board.  Local Governments can protect wellheads through County Boards of Health 
actions, enacting local well construction ordinances, Planning and Zoning Board actions, and other 
measures.    
 
 Currently a voluntary WHP program exists within the state of North Carolina under the EPA 
approved State WHP program.  Several local governments have developed or are in the process of 
developing a WHP Plan (WHPP) under the guidance of a WHP Guidebook developed by the 
Groundwater Section of DENR in cooperation with North Carolina State University and the North 
Carolina Cooperative Extension Service.  NCRWA provides onsite technical assistance to systems 
developing local WHPPs.  North Carolina proposes to continue and build on this foundation by 
implementing a WHP program to ensure groundwater integrity for the future.  
                                                             
Problem to be Addressed 
 
 "Wellhead Protection" is a catch-all phrase used by water supply personnel; local, state, and 
federal officials; business and industry; print, radio, and television reporters; and private citizens, 
meaning something different to each individual.  All parties should have a clear understanding of the 
meaning of WHP as defined by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).  Expansion of the 
State’s WHP program must begin with Public Education. 
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 Public water systems in North Carolina have always sought support from the Regional offices 
(RO) when faced with water supply problems as well as new water programs.  The RO will need to 
assist in the development of WHPPs.  Their assistance will yield improved operation and compliance 
with the Safe Drinking Water Act and should improve their relations with the owners of water 
systems.  The RO staff will also be involved in training within their respective regions.   The Regional 
staff will be the first line for enforcing regulations regarding new well location with respect to existing 
and potential sources of contamination and contacting appropriate agencies when groundwater 
contaminants are identified.   
 
Objective  
 
 The State will use SRF set-aside funds to promote public education.  This includes a visible 
campaign targeting local and state elected officials, the general public, business and industry leaders, 
and public water supply owners, employees and operators.  This activity has two objectives: (1) to 
educate the public about WHP and answer questions as to what citizens can do to protect 
groundwater, and solicit active support for WHP within  their community or county (any meaningful 
WHP program must gain the support of state, county, and local elected officials); and (2) target local 
and state elected officials to develop and implement local programs.  (Local program implementation 
will require the State to provide technical assistance and training, establish requirements for local WHP 
program approval, and review and approve local WHP plans.)  
 
 The regional offices can contribute to WHP through assistance, training, and enforcement.  Each 
office should respond to appropriate requests for assistance.  Anticipated requests for assistance 
include requests for guidance, interpretation of regulations, and responses to general questions 
regarding WHP.  The regional staff must have a thorough working knowledge of WHP and be 
prepared to provide the necessary training and assistance.  Proper application of existing regulations 
regarding the relationship of wells to sources of contamination is required to ensure the integrity of 
public water supply well sites.  Regional staff will be expected to ensure new wells are properly 
located. 
 
Methods to be Used 
 
 The Public education will continue to be coordinated by a Hydrogeologist II housed in the Public 
Water Supply Section office.  Administrative support for the Hydrogeologist is provided by an Office 
Assistant.  Public education will also be supported by the DEH Extension Education & Training 
Specialist and the Information & Communication Specialist (existing positions).    The Hydrogeologist 
II is also responsible for reviewing and approving local WHPPs.  Because many of the elements of a 
WHP program are the same as the components of the Source Water Assessment Program (SWAP), 
the Hydrogeologist II and Office Assistant support the delineation and assessment of public ground 
water supplies as described in the WHP Guidebook and the State’s SWAP Plan.           
 The public education program will use news releases and articles for publication in newspapers, 
newsletters and publications of professional organizations to educate the public about groundwater 
protection.  The Hydrogeologist will also prepare and present WHP papers at professional and civic 
 
 
organizations including but not limited to: the League of Municipalities, Association of County 
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Commissioners, American Water Works Association, League of Women Voters, etc.  News releases 
and papers will emphasize the value, public health importance and need for wellhead protection.  Radio 
and TV public service announcements will be produced with the assistance of the UNC Center for 
Public Education and other state communication professionals.  
  
 During the period covered by this set-aside, delineation and assessment of groundwater sources 
will be ongoing.  As source assessments become available they will be included in the education 
program and used to reinforce WHPP needs.  Merging public education and source water delineation 
and assessment of groundwater, the Public Water Supply Section will present public water supply 
system owners and others initial findings of the assessment along with scientific data addressing 
vulnerability of differing geological formations used for public water supply wells and the need for site 
specific well protection.  
 
 The regional office staff will play an active role in WHP training.  They will be directed by the 
WHP program manager to assist in area workshops, including program presentations.  The RO staff 
will continue to assist the WHP Hydrogeologist in recruiting counties to initiate WHP.  The RO staff 
will coordinate the transfer of data on well or contamination sites identified during local WHP work to 
the central office for inclusion in the CGIA database.  Regional staff will enforce existing and new 
regulations regarding the proximity of wells to sources of contamination.  During inspections, they will 
point out potential sources of contamination to system operators. 
 
 Based on the review of WHPPs submitted to date and discussions with local water system 
representatives, the Public Water Supply Section has identified specific work that should be performed 
to facilitate the development of local WHPPs.  The following is a summary of proposed work to be 
completed by contractors working under the direction of the NCPWSS: 
 
1. As a requirement for a WHPP, water systems owners must complete a database search for 

Potential Contaminant Sources (PCSs) located within the WHP delineated area.  To do this 
effectively, the latitude and longitude for each PCS must be identified. Currently, many of the 
databases used and managed by State agencies contain address information but do not contain 
latitude and longitude location information.  The databases list more than 10,000 PCS latitude 
and longitude data. The Public Water Supply Section plans to use a purchased database (GDT) 
to determine latitude and longitude data for some of these PCSs.  However, use of the GDT 
database will not provide the location data for many PCS locations.  A contractor will be hired to 
contact PCS representatives to determine latitude and longitude location. 

 
2. Public Water Supply Section regional office staff will use a down-hole video camera (purchased 

with funds from this set-aside) to collect data and provide technical assistance regarding well 
construction and integrity.     This set-aside covers the cost of one vehicle necessary to transport 
the new equipment to well sites. 

 
 As described in the FY97 IUP the Public Water Supply Section contracted with the North 
Carolina Rural Water Association to provide 2 ground water technicians to assist and guide 
communities through the process of developing and implementing WHPPs.  For the period covered 
 
by the FY00 set-aside the Public Water Supply Section plans to renew or extend this contract to 
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continue assistance for local WHP efforts.     
 
Cost 
 
 The cost for a Hydrogeologist II and an Office Assistant III is $163,000.  This includes twelve 
months of salaries, benefits and operating expenses including the following: educational materials, such 
as printing guidance manuals, WHP brochures, and radio and TV public service announcements. The 
cost for the proposed contracts and equipment described above as well as the continued work to 
obtain GPS location data for public water supply wells and PCS’s or to complete data conversions is 
$300,000.   The cost for personnel and operating support for up to three field positions that may be 
moved to this set-aside, plus the vehicle cost, is $340,000.  
 
 The contract with the North Carolina Rural Water Association to support local WHP efforts will 
be renewed or extended at an estimated cost not to exceed $185,100.  
 
 The total cost for this set-aside is $988,100. 
 
Schedule 
 
 Technical assistance for WHP is an ongoing activity.  Work under this set-aside is currently 
under way.  Continued funding for the Hydrogeologist II and 1 Office Assistant III will provide for 
program implementation and coordination.   The $300,000 for contract work and the $185,100 for the 
contract with the North Carolina Rural Water Association will be committed within one year of grant 
approval and the work will be completed as specified in the contracts.  More detailed work plans will 
be required for these contracts before funds are released by EPA. 
 
Evaluation of Work 
 
 The purpose of the State’s WHP program is to promote the development and implementation of 
local WHPPs.  As described above, the State will promote the development of local WHPPs through 
public education, technical assistance and work to delineate and assess public ground water supplies.  
The effectiveness of the public education and technical assistance will be evaluated based on the 
number of local WHPPs that are developed and implemented.  The quality of the local WHPPs will be 
evaluated by the Hydrogeologist II responsible for reviewing and approving local WHPPs. The 
reporting mechanism will be through the required Wellhead Protection program biennial report. 
 
Summary   
 
 States are required by the Safe Drinking Water Act to have a WHP program.  Public education 
and technical assistance are key to establishing a functional WHP program.  During the period covered 
by the FY97, FY98, and FY99 set-asides, significant progress has been made in the development of the 
State’s WHP program.   Continued funding for the activities described in this set-aside will allow for 
the development and implementation of additional WHPPs and local ground water protection 
activities.  


